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1.0 ABSTRACT 
A hydrogeological study of a valley fill aquifer system 
situated in an integrated pre-glacial and post-glacial 
drainage network was conducted. The unconsolidated glacial 
. 
deposits consist of various proportions of pre-Late and Late 
Wisconsinan sediments which directly overlie Precambrian 
crystalline bedrock. The ·thickness of the deposits range ·• 
from a thin,mantle of till in the uplands to over 91 meters 
{300 feet) in the main channel of the Ancestral Rockaway 
River. 
Compilation and subsequent interpretation of existing 
geological and hydrological data indicated that the buried 
valley deposits constitute a complex multi-aquifer system in 
which stream-aquifer interactions play an integral role. 
The Modular Three-Dimensional Finite Difference Ground-Water 
Flow Model {Mcdonald and Harbaugh, 1984) was used to 
simulate probable hydrogeological configurations and to 
determine possible values for the aquifer parameters of the 
extremely inhomogeneous sediments. Precise delineation of 
the various stratigraphic units into hydrostratigraphic 
layers was problematic. Distinctions between the various 
hydrostratigraphic units were based on both the horizontal 
and vertical hydraulic conductivity contrasts of adjacent 
layers. 
1 
. ,. 
The calibration process was treated as, an inverse 
' 
_pr·oblem in which hydraulic· con<!uctivity, transmissivity, and 
leakage were varied. Steady-state simulations with constant 
areal recharge were conducted. Model calibration was 
.. 
achiev·ed by adjusting aquifer paramet.ers of the model unti,l 
they corres~nded tO paramaters repres,entative, of the 
_ph_ysical system. Matching calc1.tl-at:e·d ·r,iv:er f'luxes betwee·n-
'SUccessive reaches of the Rdc~awa:y Ri_yer wi·th river fluxes 
observed in the ·fie-.ld: was: u,sed- ~s. a lgu-i;de:line i:n the 
d·evelopment of a mode:·1 cap_a-ble o·f s:imJ.Ilating actual st·r-eam~--
. . ·.- . . 
agu1:f·er :f.low a·yn:am:1.cs=. 
-bve·ra.11 mod:e_l c,a1_-ibrat·lon. was: ·thwcrrt·ed by 'th,e: e.:x_i:s·tartce· 
0:f ·to_o, m:any hydro:·1-o·g-ic an_d· ge=oiogi.c u.nicnown_s i:n. the system.It 
Howeve:r i: comput··er modeling was succe::ps-ful in cle:f i·nin_g 
co:Ylstra·i:n·t·s o:n the hydrogeological sys"te;m _a::nd -i<r:1: 
c·ortst·rut~ting· a. real isti·c ·and suppo·rtiv·e mo,d·e1 ·tna:t Cc.t'll .P~ 
e:xpa:nded up.on a:s m:_or:e f·ie.ld d-ata beo.ome. ava.-i.lab:le:!, 
;CJ,. 
:> .. 
·2 
.. 
. , 
~-
r 
\ 
'· 
• 
·,, 
i.o INTRODUCTION 
2.1 Purpose and Scope of Investigation 
The purpose of this study was to define the 
hydrogeologic system operating within the Pleistocene valley-
•, 
I 
'"' 
fil.l :d.eposits located in a portion of the Rockaway Valley in 
n·ortheastern Morris. County, New Jersey. Included in such :an. 
:investigc ..tion is the characterization of· the geology, the: 
, 
gJ:"oundwater and surface water hydrology, and the climate ·o:f 
t:pe area. Successful description of the dynamics of the 
·groundwater ·fl:ow .re,gime depends up.on how completely ·the:s::e· 
• • 
factors can: be determined and how thoroughly their· 
i.nterrelationships can be asse·s:sed. 
The Rockaway Valley ~quifer system is beli:eved: to 
·oon·.si;st of a network o.f t:ributary buried valle:y.$, wl;ich . 
. .,... 
c:o.a.·les.ce into one .m:ain extensive buried valley (Cana:c~ et 
al.:' 1981; Geonics·, 1:97··9). Aquifer parameters i.n sti..dh -a..:r1· 
e·:nvironment contmonly exhibit extreme yariability.. The· 
', 
·1abyr·inth of 'buried valleys and th.e hummocky topograptfy of:. 
the ... area iiqplies the existence· of a complex hydrogeolo·g:ica'1. 
'f$ys·tem. According to Freeze and Witherspoon (1967), 
b.o.:tnmocky topography, like that of the Rockaway Valley., ··ma:y 
f·os:ter the development of numerous sub-basins which are 
superposed on tbe regional sys.tern. In addition, 
stratigraphic variability such as the presence of a highly 
permeable unit interfingered with more clayey (less 
3 
t . 
.. 
• 
,. ' 
' 
-
.. 
. . 
permeable) t1nit·s alters conditions th:at wo.uld. :nr,rmally be 
predicted in a more homogeneous system. For example, a 
,J 
permeable lens may affect the regional ground water flow by 
acting as a conduit, transmitting ~ater to ~rincipal 
discharge area and thereby altering the position of ·an 
a:r1t.i.cipated recharge· :ar·ea. Also, the ·v.olu.me ·of w.~te.r 
i·1·owing to and from a local system to the re9i.ona:l :s_y:$tem. 
might inadvertantly-- .be determined or affected :bY. t.he 
presence .pf: an -unknown permeable lens. 
:Other var.iables, besides hete:r-qgen·ejty-,_ t'h,a:t ,a·f·f e.c.t a 
·uni:ts., the ·-re:lat·iye, position of these layer.s.,_ the ge;ometry 
.arid .1-at~r.al .extent of the various str:a_t.a.,- ·the exist·i·ng·-
boundary. c·onditi-ons, the ratio of· d.epth .. t.o. lateral ex:tent ·o:f 
·t_h,~ ba$.i·n, :and the t·opographic re:lie:f. ·The interaction of 
tbfa.s:·$ g~olog'.ical var:iables with ·the hydrology resul._tf? in t.h:e: 
evo·ltition: of' ·existing dis:ch:a·rg ..e -a··nd recharge a:r·~a:s w·i .. t·b.i.-n 
'th·e. s_ys:t:em:._: 
S·i·nce it is a·ppat¢n_t. t·ha .. t: ·m:a.ny factors contribute to: 
the configuration of the steady-state groundwater flow 
pcttterns of a basin, identifying the flow patterns of ~a¢h 
.of th-e o.ompon·ent:$ and documenting the existence of each sub·-
s·y.$.tem is a pre-requisite and was paramount to this 
h-Y.d-rogeological study. Determining the dynamic interaction 
of the local, intermediate, and regional flow patterns on 
the absolute f.,low regime of a basin is also crucial to a 
fl 
4 
•I 
" 
•,.,..,.· 
I 
I· 
hydrogeological study of this typ.e (Toth, ·196.JJ ·Fi;-.eeze. =and· 
Witherspoon, 1967). 
This study was divided into two phases. The first phase 
·• . ' . 
. in:volved the construction of a -conceptual model. 
:Ac·quisi tion of data that accurately depicts :the· geology .a..nd 
,···. 
tiygrolo.gy i.~ critical to the formulation of· any 
~ 
h;yd.rogeological model. The second phase of ·the study was 
the conversion of the conceptual model .i.nt:o data sets that 
·represent t}J.e physical system. ·These data sets were used to 
.i·n:it·ia:l:ize the conditions for :a digital or computer model 
t·hat· simulates groundwater flow. 
s:election of the appropria·te. ·cojnp.uter ·mode'!. is ·usu0a·:1:·1y 
b~sed upon both economic con,s.ide,ration~ ·a.1.1d appli.cab·i.li.t.y t.·o, 
tbe study area~ In this case, a model capable of handling 
surface water-groundwater interactions was required. . . '' o.ur1:n:g· 
the calibr:ation of the computer model initial assumpti.orrs 
.and' obs.ervati.ons are tested, and adjustments ar~ 
tn.corpo·rated into both ··the ··oo .. n:,ce:ptual and the compgter 
=111oq.:el. Ultimately, calib·ration ·Of the computer model a·1.:1·ow.s. 
the :gro1.1-ndwater flQW $ystem that exists in the 'real•: 
phy.sical world to b·e. simulated. Th.e strength of tne ·model 
. . . 
. 
Q . 
is. ,reflected by its accu·r.acy· ·in .. det:enn.ini.ng actual or 
p.re.:dicted behavior of the stream-aquife.r sy:stem when tested 
u.naer different sets of conditions. 
The gr-oundwater and surface water hydrologic data bas·e, 
·f:o.r ·the portion of the Rc;>ckaway Valley in which the study 
.5 
"• I 
\ 
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was conducted is scanty. Therefore, much extrapolation and 
interpolation of the existing data base was necessary in 
order to fill in data gaps. A primary goal of this study 
has been to identify unknowns and problem areas 
and to construct the framework essential to the thorough 
,description of the hydrogeological system. Although 
¢alibration of the model has been limited by the sparse 
data, the model can .be used to acquire further insight ·into 
the hydrt,g:eo·log.i-ca:l syst:em pf· the Rockaway Valley~ 
The New ·Jersey Geologica.l: survey (NJGS) was 
instrumental in providing in·fon,l~tiot1 ·p·ertaining to the 
geology~ of the R.ockaway Valley. Stanford's report The 
-Surf~c·ial Geology of the Boonton Quadrangle (S,tan:ford, :1QJ3.:-p·) 
was i:nvaluable in the development of the conceptual;a 
:hydro._geological model. I.:t includes d~s-cr±p·t±ons: of t:he.· 
thickness ~nd phys~ca'l ·na:ture of th~: various glac:·±a:l. 
a·ep·osi ts and crosE; s.$ctions depicting the geometry and 
juxtaposition -o_f the individual un:i:ts contained therein:, .. 
,, .. 
Well log.s,. ·a bedrock map, and preliminary data from sed.smi'c 
profil·e·$ were also ·provided by the NJGS. 
. . 
Streamflow· ·meas-urements and concurrent wat:er level data 
·were supplied by,· the United States Geological Survey (USGS) ,. 
Trenton Office. These data proved to be essential to th¢ 
calibration of the computer model. Water level data. ft.'Jlm 
.i 
6- , 
,. 
"I 
selected wells, with a brief synopsis of each well's history 
. 
including its original yield, was also supplied by the USGS. 
A preliminary water budget for the Upper Rockaway Valley 
'-------Drainage Basin was also made available. 
\.__ 
Pumpinef-;chedules froL'\ public wells in the study area 
that withdraw a significant amount of water from the 
/ 
underlying aquifers were made available by the appropriate 
Water Authorities. These include the Denville, Boonton, 
Mountain Lakes, and Parsipanny Troy Hills Municipalities,..· \ 
2.3 Location 
·The study area is located in northeastern New Jersey 
(See Figure 1). It includes sections of Denville, Boonton, 
Mountain Lakes, and Parsippany Troy Hills townships and is 
located in northeastern Morris County. The study area lies 
/ 
almost completely within the Boonton 7.5 minute Quadrangle 
with the exception of the south-southwest corner of the 
study area where it extends slightly into the Dover 7.5 
minute Quadrangle. Precambrian bedrock ridges, from 183 
(.600 feet) to 244 meters (800 feet) in elevation, delineate 
the natural surface water divide of this sub-basin of the 
Rockaway River basin and were chosen as the northeast-
southwest boundaries of the jtudy area. The other 
boundaries to the study area were determined by the 
availability of.data. Within practical limits, boundaries 
to the study area were chosen in accordance with natural 
i 
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Figure 1 The location of the study area. The contoured 
elevations are in feet and the datum is mean sea 
level. The boldlines denote the boundaries to 
the study area. 
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d-rainage patterns. The Rockaway Drainage Basin: is part of 
the more extensive Passaic Drainage Basin and is one of the 
J;>.r:imary tributaries to ·the Passaic River. 
_Physical Geogr:aphy· 
. . . 
2. 4 . ~: ___ : 
Most of the Rocka.way Valley lies within the New Jers·e-y 
Highlands, one .of many physiographic provinces of New Jersey· 
('igure 2) •. r.vhe N'ew Jersey Highlands are situat~d between 
the f ol.ded: and faul te~ Pa·I:eoz:oic strata of the Ki ttatiny 
VallE=Y to· ·the northwest a_nd, the bounding fault of the 
]Jloderately dipping Triassic and Jurasic rocks of t·he 
' Piedmont Lowlands to. th·e s·outheast. The Green Pond. F'·alilt. 
and the Ramapo Fault are aligned parallel to the· ge_nei:~.l-
s_:tructura-1 -trend, and; in effect, structurally ·isoJ~at~- ·t;ne: 
~ 
b·l·oc:k of Precambrian metasedimentary to ig·peous ;ro·9.l<s. 
'I'hes'e. Precambrian: ro·ck·s o.f the New ~e .. r$ey Highla_n.ds 
c-ons.i·,st·- o:.f northeast-·$cuttiwe·s:t tte:nq.irig ridges· ·w11_ich a.re: 
-s~pa~·atea· by deep n~:rrow va-lleys cominonl.y· und:erlain by· 
.p·a1e.·ozoic sedimentary :c.\nd metasedimentary rocks lying· 6 .. 1 
:(2,0·0. fie·e:t . ) to 91 mete1·s (300 feet) -below the ridg_e Clrests. 
:Th_e: stru·ct·ur:al and lithologic c.h·aracter of the ·bedrock and 
sub-sequen·t: ·stream erosion hav·e, work.ed t·ogeth,e~ to i:nfluence 
t-he· existing relief (Sims, 1958) • Loc·all.Y'_, glacial proc,ess.es, 
:h'ave reshaped the original landforms. Hu1l\lllocky topogr~ph.y 
with occasional depressions reflects the impact that 
glaciati.on 'ha:s. had on the.- geomorphology of the study area .• 
9 
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Figure 2 The location of the Physiographic Provinces of 
New Jersey (map taken from Robichund and Buell, 
1973). 
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The majority of t-he river valleys within ·:the Hitjghlands 
parallel the northeast-southwest trending structures. 
·Exceptions to this inmlude segments of the Rockaway River. 
1 
/ .. 
) For exa~le, near Boonton, N~ Jersey, the river has cut a 
transverse valley through the resistant crystalline· :r.idge 
resulting i.n an abru:pt change in i,ts course and caus·::Lng tli,E! 
tr:e'nd.. such an·omal_j_es in the surface dr.a:inage: patterns ar:e 
the· result of s,·everal inter-related proce·s,se·s (Davis and 
Wood, 1.s:9·01 .• ·The combined effects of glacial proces-s·es. :and 
... 
j: 
tectonic activity have worked together in altering _pr¢--
-e-xisting drai::ttage patterns. 
cli-mate 
. . 
. - - . ,· .·•· 
:New Jersey's climate.· i_$. ·c:la·s:s-1.f.i·ed as co.:ntinental which 
:tneans t·emp·eratures fluc:tuate consideral,-Iy :ff(jnr the .summer to 
winter months. Daily· temperatures and .day-·to-day 
. " 
" 
temperature.s. al-$0 y.ary considerably. 
. -~ 
. 
For exampl·e 1n 
January, the average ·tem_perature reported :by northern New' 
,.J~r.f.:>ey stat·ions- is: -1°' c~ (30~F:) and for ·July it is 23
6 :c· 
_(7.4°F). ••. T_abl-e 1. :1.i·sts the monthly 9verage temperatures:. and 
th~ anttua.l :.average temperature.'s j_n Northern New Jersey ·f·o·r, 
tl1e. :pe,riod ,of· record from 1931 to 1.98.o.. The averag·e for 
:eac·h :ntonth for the entire 49 years is included in Table 1. 
Temperature variations directly affect t,he amot1nt of water 
evaporated back into the atmosphere and the length of the 
11 
:,. 
Table 1 Northern New Jersey average temperature in °F 
(table from Halasi-Kun, 1981). ' 
Yr Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. Mau June Jul~ Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual 
1931 29.B 31.9 3B.B 'l9 .'t 60.'i 69.2 76.0 72.B 69.6 57.'l 'l9.3 37.6 53.5 
1932 't0.7 3't.1 35.B 't7.6 60.B 6B.B 73.3 73.1 65.9 55.'t "!O. 'i 3'i.6 52.5 
1933 37.0 31.9 37.0 50.1 62.5 70.6 73.3 72.5 67.0 52.7 39.2 30.3 52.0 
193't 32.1 17.6 35.B 'tS.1 62.2 72.0 75. "i 69.'i 66.5 51.7 'i6.B 27.B so.a 
1935 26.S 2B.7 'tl .& 'iB .'t 57.2 6B.S 75.7 71.B 62.2 5'i.l 'i6.B 27.B so.a 
1936 25.7 23.1 'i't.2 't7.2 62.B 6B.6 7't.3 73.B- 66.1 S'l.2 3S.6 36.0 51.3 
1937 37.3 23.1 'i'i .2 'i7.2 62.B 68.6 7'i.3 7't.7 62.B 52.3 'i2.5 31.9 52.0 
1938 29.0 33.S lf2 .2 52.3 SB.8 6B.3 7'! .1 75.0 62.3 55.6 't'i. 3 3:?i. 7 52.5 
1939 29.'t 3'i.5 37.B 'i7.0 63.0 70.3 73.0 7'i.S 65.3 53.7 '10.6 3!1.8 51.9 
19'i0 21.6 30.5 32.B 'l'i. s 59.3 67.S 73.2 6B.2 62.3 'l7. 't 'i2.2 3'i.B 'iB.7 
19'i1 27.5 28.'t 33.2 55.6 61.S 69.1 73~'! 70.0 66.1 57.'i 'tS.7 35.6 52.0 
19'±2 27.2 2B.3 'i1 .2 52.B 63.5 68.B 73.6 70.5 6'i.B S'i.7 't3.3 28.3 51.'i 
19'i3 2B.'t 30.B 37.6 'flt.6 61.2 73.5 73.9 72.6 6'l.O 52.'i 110.e 29.0 50.7 
19't'i 30.9 30.5 35.5 '!6.9 65.0 69.9 75.2 7'i.1 65.9. 52.':i '!2 .6 · 29.0 51.5 
19'!5 22.3 30.6 'tB.B 5'i.D 57.6 6B.S 72.7 70.6 68.1 52.S ~.3 27.6 51.5 
19'i6 30.B 30.l 'i7.2 '!9.3 59.7 67.6 72.S 6B.2 66.5 57.9 '!6.9 3'i.6 52.6 
19'i7 3'! .'i 27.3 35.7 'i9 .'t 59.1 66.7 73.0 7't.1 65.9 59.1 'tO.B 30.B 51.'i 
19'i8 22.1 27.2 'i0.5 so.e 59.2 SB.O 7't.2 72.B 65.9 se.e 'iB.7 33.B 51.3 
19't9 36.1 36.5 't1 .5 51.3 60.9 71.B 77 .'t 7'i.O 63.1 59.3 'i2.S 35.6 5'i,e 
1950 3B.3 29.7 35.1 't7.3 SB.3 6B.O 72.2 70.7 61.9 56.5 ':lS .1 30.7 51.2 
1951 32.B 33.'i 'i0.2 50.6 61.1··· 6B.O 73.3 11.e 6'i.3 55,S 39.S 3'i.3 52.0 
1952 33.'t 33.6 3B.2 52.6 57.9 70.9 76.2 71.6 65.1 50.7 't'i .o 35.1 52.'i 
1953 3'1.2 ·3s.o 'tl I 'i 50.D 62.1 70.1 7't.O 71.5 66.0 55.S 'i'i .2 37.1 53.5 
19S'i 27.2 37.0 39.9 52.1 57.3 69.3 72.S 70.3 6':t.2 59.9 '!2.0 33.0 51.9 
1955 2B.2 31.'t 39,B 52.7 63.1 66.9 78.9 76.1 6'i.3 56.S 't2.3 c7 ·'* 52.3 1956 30.'t 3'i.O 35.2 't6.6 57.7 69.8 70.9 71.2 62.2 S't.6 '!3.B 37.6 51.2 
1957 25.3 3"t. 'i 39.3 51.7 60.'t 71.9 73.3 69.5 65.9 52.0 '!5.3 36.'i 52.1 
19SB ea.a 25.2 3B.1 51.1 57.0 6'i.6 7'!.2 71.7 6'i.1 52.0 't't. 3 25.6 't9.7 
1959 28.S 29.1 38.0 51.9 63.'t 69.'t 7't.e 7'i.1 68.2 56.9 lf2.9 3't.6 52.6 
1960 31.0 33.9 30.5 53.'t 59.5 6B.S 71.3 71.9 S'i.S 53.1 -'t't. e 25.3 50.6 
1961 21.B 31.5 3B.B 't6.1 57 .'i 6B.9 73.6 72.1 70.S 56.0 'i'i .e 31.1 51.1 
1962 2B.O 27.'i .38.6 50.'t 61.6 69.B 70.6 70.1 61.0 S't.O .39.S 27.S 't9.9 
1963 25.3 23.0 39.2 50.0 57.9 68.2 ·73.3 69.'t 60.5 57.5 't7.1 26 .'t 't9.B 
1S6'i 29.9 2B.3 39.B 'i7. 't 61.9 67.1 73.5 69.2 65.3 51.1 'i5. 'i 32.2 50.9 
1965 25.2 29.1 36.'t '!6.7 6'!.0 67.B 71.'t 71.9 65.S 51.0 'il.7 3'i.2 50.3 
1966 27.3 29.'i 39.3 "!5 .6 56.2 69.S 75.2 72.6 62.2 51.3 'i'i. 'i 32.1 50.'i 
1967 32.3 25,5 3't.3 'iB.2 52.3 70.1 72.1 70.2 62.2 52.3 3B.6 33.7 't9.3 
1968 ~.6 26.3 't0 .• 5 51.9 56.5 66.7 73.9 72.2 66.0 55.B 'i2.6 29.3 50.'f 
1969 cl.1 29.7 36.3 51.B 60.'t 6S.5 71.2 72.7 6't.S 52.5 'i2.1 2S.'i 50.6 
1970 20.B 29.1 35 .. 0 'tB.3 60.B 67.2 73.B 73.0 66.'i 55.0 'i't. 6 31. 7 50.5 
1971 23.B 30.0 36.9 'i7 .3 56.6 69.6 72.3 70.7 67.3 5B.7 'il.S 37.0 s1 .a 
1972 31.0 26.9 36 ,'i 'l6.0 59.9 65.1 7'i.O 70.S 65.5 '!S.O 'i0.2 35.0 50.0. 
1S73 32.1 29.3 't'i. 2 so.e 56.7 71.S 7'i.1 7'i.O 65.'l 55.6 'i't .s 35.6 52.9 
197't 31.1 2B.5 39.7 52.0 58.7 66.0 73.2 72.1 63.'i 'iS.3 '!3.9 35.2 51.1 
1975 32.7 32.0 36.B 'i'i. 't 62.9 6B.6 73.0 71.7 60.6 56.6 'iB.3 33.1 51.7 
1976 ~'\ .1 35.1 'if. 7 52.2 58.2 71.0 71.1 70.7 62.1 'i9.1 37.'i 26.1 't9.S 
1977 1B.3 2S.7 'i3 .s 51.2 62.0 66.2 73.S 71.0 6't.B 51.3 't'i. 7 30.3 50.5 
197B 25.0 21.5 35.2 'i7 .9 57.'t 67.'i 70.7 ,e.'t 61.S 51.6 'i3.6 33 .'t 'i9.0 
1979 29.0 19.B 'tl.9 'iB. 7 60.5 65.6 71.B 7'i. 'l 63.7 52.0 '!6.7 3'i.6 50.5 
1380 29.'i 26.5 36.'i 50.S 61.B 65.S 7'i.7 7'i. 'i 66.S 50.7 39.6 27.'t 50.3 
AUE. 29.5 29.7 3B.6 'i9 .s ss.s 6B.S 73.5 71.9 6'i.B 53.S 'i~.3 32.2 51.2 
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growing season. Both of these factors, in turn, affect the 
water budget of an area. The series of three contoured maps 
in -Figure 3 illustrate the duration. of the growing season. 
Precipitation is also a very important climatic factor 
·tc,: :c·onsider. Table 2 lists the average annual precipitation· 
a:nd the montbly average\ precipitation for northern .New 
.Jer·sey .from 1931 to 1980. Included in this Table·are th·e 
. . . . ' .. 
,average monthly and the annual prec1p1·tat1on for the 4.9 
ye·ar-s, of record . 
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Figure 3 Maps depicting the start, end,, and length of 
growing seasons for counties in New Jersey. 
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Table 2 
Vear Jan. 
1531 2.09 
1932 'i.17 
1933 1.82 
l93'i 3.15 
1835 3.'i9 
1936 6.66 
1937 6.29 
193B :3.S3 
1939 3.63 
19'i0 2.27 
19':ll 3.0't 
19'i2 2.92 
1S'i3 3.06 
19'i'i 3.37 
1S'i5 3.53 
19'i6 1.57 
l9'i7 3.lfB 
19'iB 'i.19 
19'i9 6.28 
Northern New Jersey precipitation, in inches 
(table from Halasi-Kun, 1981). 
Feb. Mar April Ma1.1 June Julu Aug. Sept. Oct. Nev. Dec. Total 
2.3'i 3.69 2.89 'i.50 5.30 S.1B 'i .69 2.22 2.71 O.B2 2.28 37.81 
2.'tO 'i.B6 2.33 2.55 3.52 2.'!S 2.96 2.16 6.52 8.70 2.32 'i'i. 9'! 
3.17 5.07 5.11 'i .67 2.79 3.66 S.S6 7.59 2.35 0.62 2.BS 'iS.70 
2.26 3.'iB 'i.31 't.73 'J.15 3.68 3.23 10.l'i 2.63 3.l'i 2.79 't7.69 
E.55 2.'i8 1.B1 1.20 Ii .3'i 6.28 2.07 't.60 5.55 'i. 'iO 1.'i3 39.21 
2.B3 6.05 3.78 3.12 S.BS 1.95 If.SO 2.BB 3.B3 'i. '!1 6.36 'is.ee 
2.'i7 2.BO 'i.67 3.3'i s.11 3.SS 7.38 2.78 'i. '!1 'i.63 2.18 '!9.65 
· 2.21 2.'i2 3.21 3.'i6 7.7'! 9.01 2.77 B.99 2.26 3.e7 1.18 52.75 
5.21 'i.'i7 5.06 1.51 3.65 2.21 '! .S't 1.76 3.9B 1.79 1.93 39. 7'i 
2.B6 5.73 5.Bi 6.39 'i. [)It 3.08 5.30 'i.12 c.'i1 'i.57 3.'!B 50.12 
2 .'!'i 2.69 2.23 1.90 l!.82 6.07 Ii.BS O.'i6 e.oo 3.27 3.98 37.75 
2.73 5.63 l.. 't'i 3.18 3.91 7.61 S.'i9 '6.13 3.27 'i.66 s.os 56.03 
2.09 2.es 2.67 5.71 3.56 '!.SO 3.32 1.60 7.SB 3.37 1.18 'il .'iS 
2.'13 5.71 5.36 1.B3 'i.53 1.B3 c.'!B 7.17 1.75 6.2'i 3.32 'i6"'.02 
3.19 2.73 3.87 6.11 'i.93 10.23 If .76 5.65 2.'i6 S.S'i '!.39 57.79 
2.~ 3.09 1.35 7.53 5.2-i 3.E3 'i.92 3.S't 1.79 1.32 E.10 'tl.30 
2.06 3.19 5.02 7.67 ':l.55 'i.9't 3.60 3.c2 2.15 7.21 3.36 50.'!5 
2.3':l 3.73 3.92 7.BO 6.02 '!.09 IJ.71 1.03 1.89 'i.00 6.73 50.':lS 
3.05 ~.16 ':l.3B If.BS O.ect lf.':l9 3.IJ3 ':t .29 1.92 1.31 3.'i3 39.B'i 
1950 c • BO . 'i • 'tS 'i.52 c .3'! 3.77 3.0S 5.38 '!.IN 2.29 1.B7 5.73 5.07 '!6.15 
1951 3.67 ':l .'!7 6.'il 3.33 ':l.2B 'i.13 6.1!7 3.56 ·1.99 '!.59 7.09 5.21 55.20 
1952 'i.95 2.38 5.39 7.36 S.BB 5.11. 5.52 6.15 5.20 0.89 5.06 'i. '10 SB.39 
1953 5.97 c.3'i 7.1!3 6.26 li.92 2.'iS 'i.13 2.18 2.06 .3.6'i 2.12 s.11 'iB.65 
195'! 1.98 2.10 .3.75 3.09 'i.53 1.06 1.69 
.. 
7.'17 5.73 2.21 5.9':l 3.70 'i.3.25 
1955 0.93 3.23 't.39 2.65 1.60 3.76 1.10 1':l.36 c.79 a.ea 3.02 0.37 'i7.0B 
1956 l .B6 't.76 5.06 3.7B 2.69 'i.10 5.61 3.61 'i.16 3.02 3.77 'i.36 'i6.7B 
1957 2.10 2.'i9 2.72 S.B1 2.71 2.21 1.92 2.18 2.B3 3.18 3.72 6.97 38.B'i 
195B 5.07 't.23 ':l.25 6.59 3.S't 2.71 't.7B 3.32 'i.51 5.95 3.13 1.36 'i9.B'i 
1959 2.51 2.02 3.78 3.02 1.'tS 5.10 't.00 5.77 ?. .'t3 5.86 3.90 ':l .66 'i':l .50 
1960 3.es ':l. e':l 2.36 3.72 '!.E2 2.35 7.92 S.S2 7.17 2.10 2.31 e.B6 'iB. ':l6 
1961 2.88 3. ':lO 'i .Bl S.6B 3.58 2.58 6.'ft 'i .'i2 1.96 1.92 3.22 3.36 'i'i .35 
1962 2.79 'i.1'1 3.10 ':l. 21 1.'iS 3.63 e.st s.se 3.52 3.58 'i. '!3 E.65 'il.68 
1963 2.53 2.35 3.'i5 D.B6 2.91 2.ss 3.23 2.21 '! • '!O 0.37 6.S'i 2.11 33.95 
1S6'i 't.65 2.B3 2.2'! 5.7'i 1.19 3.33 'i. lfO 0.6'! 1.59 1.21 2.'!3 'i • 'iO 3Lt.65 
1965 2. 6':l 3.08 2.B3 E,'i3 1.S't 1.3'i c.37 3.96 E.B2 3. 'fl 2.03 2.01 30.'i6 
1966 3.05 3.72 2.'i3 c.75 3.BB 2.58 6. 'i'J ':l. '!2 1.96 1.92 3.22 3.36 'i'i .35 
1967 1.'i7 2.0'i 6.17 2.68 3.90 3.55 6.'iS 7.11 2.11 2.78 2.'i3 5.53 ':16.22 
1968 2.28 O.~B 'i. 'iB 2.76 7.e9 s.se 1.51 3.20 e.32 2.51 't.99 3.B6 'il.70 
1969 1.69 2.17 3.30 3.52 2.87 3.75 B.56 'i .S'i 5.39 1.B1 3.5't 5.75 '!6.BS 
1970 O.B1 .3 .'!7 3.58 'i.05 3.29 2.73 3.'!5 'I .'!S 2.29 'i. S'i 5.65 2.7'i "il .os . 
1571 e.73 5.10 3.'!S 2.55 'i. S't 1.56 5.36 10.cB 6.52 'I .c3 5.39 1.BB 53.59 
1972 2.'iS 't.55 3.6B 3.37 6.63 10.87 '!.01 1.BS c.3B 'i.67 9.70 6.05 60.36 
1973 't.60 3.67 3.69 7.09 S.'!3 6.'i9 '!.31 '!.S6 3.BB 'i.62 1 • Bi:I B.93 SS.51 
197'J 3.'iB 1.B1 S.'iS 3.99 'i.02 'i.32 2.16 6.78 7.62 2.15 1.B6 5.03 'iB.67 
1975 5.'!3 3.67 'i .21 2.95 'i.75 6.99 10.B3 'i.37 S,26 'i.33 3.96 2.B'i 63.59 
1976 5.32 2.66 2.30 2.BO 'i.OB '!.70 3.81 'i.1'! 3.'!0 6.22 0.6'i 2.'il 'i2.'!8 
1977 1.62 2.76 7.22 'i.69 1.83 7.70 2.31 '!.es 5.21 '!.SO 7.30 5.51 51.S'i 
197B B.12 1.61 3.B't 2.19 7.30 2.79 3.7'! 6.63 3.B'i 1.75 2.60 'i.69 'iS.10 
1979 10.51 If. 'iO 3.58 'i.09 6.50 3.25 3.37 'i.B6 7 .5'1; 'i .15 6.35 2.27 58,.17 
1980 1.99 1.07 7.33 7.27 2.59 .3.3'! 3.3'i 1.77 1.69 If • '!1 3.38 0.66 
Ave. 6.B6 2 .S'i '!.OB 3.86 'i • D'i 3.99 'i .lf7 'i.72 t,t .1 'i 3.39 3.82 3.67 'i6.73 
. 
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:3 ._Q: <:;EOLOGY 
Basically,: the study area consists of two contrasting 
& 
geo·iogical environments: unconsolidated Pleistocene to 
:Holocene valley fill deposits and foliated Precambrian 
-crystalline rocks comprising the surrounding flat-topped 
:r:id.g_e·s • 
. ·;1 .• i Precambrian Geology 
' 
The Precambrian ro·cks: .of the New Jersey Highlands had 
. ·o·riginally been mapped as belonging to one of the three 
tallowing torI11ations- Byram Gneiss, Lose«:! Gne.iss, and the 
Ppchuck Gneiss. ·The Byram Gneiss Formation is described a9, 
a gray granitoid gneiss composed of micrecline, 
microperthite, quartz, hornblende or pyroxene with 
.occasional mica. The Losee: -Gneiss is a white granito-id: 
g_n·e·is..s composed of oli_goc·lase and quartz. Orthoc:las·e:,. 
p-yr·oxene, hornblende, and biotite may be present fn·. ·v.a·rying· 
but g.enerally .mino-r amounts. · ·The Pochuck Gneiss is· a d·ark 
·g.ranular ·gneiss composed of pyroxene, hornblende, 
·olig.o.c;lase, and magnetite. However, according to Sims 
(1958)·, the gneisses grade into each·other through 
·intermediate rock types, making the distinction between each 
of the formations somewhat arbitrary. Therefore, he 
redefined the classification of/these.rocks by using 
~ 
! 
'I 
J 
~-
mineralogical adjectives instead of separa:U_ng them.into one 
-·-
of the three previously accep~ed formations. 
I 
It is these northeast-southwest striking gneissic rocks 
dipping steeply to the southeast that make up the resistant 
bedrock ridges characteristic of the New Jersey Highland. 
'!'he steep ric;lges c1.nd narrow valleys pctrallel t.he hortheas' 
·trending is.ool.i.n.a1. to open f:o·l(is: of the a.rea. ·~he axes of 
the folds :g~n.er·.a.ll':Y p:·1.unge: ·northeast at shal·l-ow ·t.o moderate 
angles. 
T.he p·recambrian: .rocks -have a well dev:elop·ed fo·1.i.ation .. · 
·Th.e. f.ol.iation ·w'a:s :produced by the dimensiona·l o·rie·ntatio·n, of 
:J?·l·at·y· and ·ta··b.ul·ctr minerals· and by the parallelism ·of :tp:e 
rE!lict sediment~tY layering ($·.i.ms, 1958). In addition,. ·Inany· 
·.. . . 
·O·f the rocks .are marked l?Y· a .ii.ne~ti.qn, parallel to th.~ ·f<;>:t:q 
:Hyg.:rogeologica:lly',, 'th..~ most signific·aut· characteristic 
o:f tl)·ese crystalli.ne roc·k.s: is ·the fractu:re pattern imprfn·t·ed, 
on th·em by later brittle deformation. Faulting, jointing, 
an·q related fracturing has increased the .potential of 
otherwise relatively impermeable rocks t·o .. _store and transm.it 
··• .. 
3·:.1 .•. ,1 :Fa·Ult Ge:ometries 
Figure 4 illustrates the locations and trends of faults 
. 
that rqa .. y· ~xist in the area. These were extracted from the 
:most:;. rece:nt and the most structurally detailed geologic ma:ps 
·'17 
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Figure 4 Location of primary structural features in the 
Boonton Quadrangle (map compiled from Sims, 1958 
and Smith, 1969). 
,~. 
of the Boonton Quadrangle. Th~ Mount Hope Fault strikes 
N 1a0 wand has an average dip of 60° SW. This high ~ngle 
.normal fault has a horizontal separation of about 91 meters 
(300 feet). From exposures in mines, it can be seen that 
there is little diffeience in its attitude and displacement 
between the sur-face and a depth .of 640 meters (.100 feet),· 
(Sims, 1958) .. A·l:so, exposures of the fault in mi.ne· workings 
indicate that, t:here is a 6 ("20 feet) to 9 meter (30 feet) 
wide breccia.t·ed: al'ld fragmented zone. Most of the 
-
dislo·c_a.tion sur·f:gces are marked by gouge zones that r·ang:e .in 
w ici:th -fr.om- 5 ~ 1 c:ent imeters ( 6 inches) ·to.. 6 o ~ ·g ce.ntitne:ters 
(:2 feet) ·an·d- a.re, marked by abundant secondar_y cblorit:.~ ... 
Ac:cord·i•ng to S::·ims· (·1··9:5.8:): ; ''Water circu.lat.e:s through ·t.h:e· 
zone .. ;-' wh:en. fir·s.t .. i-ntersected on· a.ny l.eve.l the flow is 
s,everal hun:d·red ga=1·1.·ons per min-ute, but. after· the fault i-s· 
t~·Pl>-~q ·at· .a lowe:r lev·el, the flow abr~ptly.· dimini-she·s-. " The 
rnost e-~stern segment of the Mount Hope- Fault.· o··n. ·Sims' 
G'eolog·ical Map of t.h:e Oover Magnetite District Morris 
:c.ounty, New Jersey, (1958.) is, ~bown. in Figure 4. It ap:p.~a:rs. 
.t.hat the fault extends .'int·p ·t·n~- J1orthern corn.er bf the :stt1.dy 
.ar.ea-. H:ere the fault· su:rf·a·c·e ._is. ·o_bscured ::t>y the glaci·a-1 
v·a·1.·1ey .fill .a.-epos.its .... · Si-nee ·this. geologica·1 inap te:nnin:a:te·s= 
at the Denville Anticline which is the nort.hwest borQeri:n.g 
ridge of the hydrogeologic study, it is uncertain how ·fa.r 
east into the study area the fault may extend. The 
19: 
:t', ...... 
.,. I 
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• 
•• 
hydrologic significance of this fauil.t: is discussed in 
Section 12.0 . 
In addition to the. Mount Hope Fault th·ere -are ·three 
other prominent faults in close proximity t·o the study area. 
Smith (1958) presents a very general geological map o.f th·e· 
Precambrian Geology of Central and Northern New ~er$ey 
·Highlands which inclµdes the Boonton Quadrangle. Ac:cord.tng, 
to this map two obliqu.e·1.y int.e,rsecting faul:ts lie within tJle 
Boonto.n Quadrangl_e_. The projection, o-f these proposed. tq.u:l·ts 
is- s:h·own. on the structural map of th·e s-tudy area (.;F.i_gµre 4) . 
·An.omalous patterns in. the topography· we.re us.eci a·s g11.ide1.·i-nes: 
Fin:al.ly, the extretn-e northeastern corner o=f ··the· study 
ap ..ea .. i·s bounded by the Ramapo Fault. Here, the Rockaway 
, 
R·ive-r, about one half mile upstream from the Boonton 
·Reservoir, ·tu_rns abruptly and flows: a:pp.roximately parallel 
. 
to the no·rth~~s.t-southwe.st trending f:au .. lt. The fault mar·ks· 
the ju}{t·q.posi·tion of :Precambrian basement· t,c;,ck with 
.Jl1ras·sic (Triassic."?-) sedimentary rocks .o.-f tl)e Newark Group. 
'111::i!.s geological feature is generally :reft:~·-rre.d to as the 
. . : ... 
' H.:-igh-1-a:nd. E.sc·arpment ' •. 
·j· 
. · ..•. 
. J·.01-nt Patterns 
Rocks of the New Jersey Highlands contain three 
·pri-n.cipal joint sets which are observed in nearly every :tq¢.k 
• 
.. 
exposure (Siin_S,: 1958). The _joint·ing patterns are alassified 
as transvers:e, longitudinal, and diagonal. The transverse 
joint sets are the most abundant and pervasive. They 
exhibit two maxima of N 35° Wand N so0 W; both display dip$ ~ 
of nearly 90 o .• Spacing :of: the transverse joints ranges 
f_rc,Itt a :f:e_w· i·n:ch:es to several feet. The joints are evenly 
spaq-ed. in a single 9utcrqp-. Exposures in mines suggest that 
transverse joi-nts .exist a·s· deep a_s 1-:,0oo feet beneath the 
surf.ace. Lo·ng-i.t.uq•in.al j o:ints _a-r.e s~ctlnd in abundance and 
genet~l:l,.Y hav.e :sllloc:>tll plan:e surfaces with high.ly va·riable , 
.s,pad:ing. These joint. se.ts are oriente·d near-1:Y· p:arallel to 
-the- fold axes with a -strike of N 45° E. They are inclined 
to= t·11e northwe,s:t w.i;t.h· an average dip: ·of 45°. Lastly, the 
diagonal j:oint·s ar.~ steep fractures- :w.llich trend slightly 
.east of no:rt·h .. 
,. 
3 •. 2: ·p1e·i .. st·ocene and Holocen·e .G:eol.ogy· 
:irne .uncon·solidated d.epo_sits of Pl-ei:stocene ana :Ho·loce.ne .. 
Ag·e consist of grave·l, sand, and clay sediments in v·arious 
:proportions. These sediments are of glacial, glac:ti.:_otluvi.al.;-
fluvial, and lacustrine origin (Meisler, 1976) ,.. ·The· d.e~o~s:tt._s 
d,:frectly overlie the cryst-alline Precambr·i·an. b.e.drock and 
have. filled in previously existing str$am valleys. The 
areal extent, thickness, and spatial configuration of these 
' 
deposits were of primary importance to this study since 
... 
.. 
.,. 
r 
I 
· .. 
• 
f' 
these materials are the major groundwater producers of the 
area (Meisler, 1976; Canace et al.,. 1983) • 
Knowledge of the physical nature and the delineation_, 
of the valley fill deposits into stratigraphic units is 
necessary in order to understand the hydrogeology of the 
study area. However, it is not the author's intent, nor the 
p1lrpose of this investigation to discuss the glacial histc>"'ty· 
of· ·the Rockaway Valley. For a more detailed and highly 
enlightening discussion of the subdivision of the 
:unconsolidated deposits into stratigraphic units, the reader 
is referred to Stanford's report on the Surficial Geology of 
t·h·e .·Boonton Quadra-ngle (Stanford, 1985) •. 
Traditionally, deposits of glacial origin have been 
$.uh-divided into· stratified drift and till. Stratified 
d_rift .¢ncompasses· all materia:l.s deposited by flowi.ng water 
emanating from the glac.ie-r·. In the Rockaway Valley, these 
sorted and layered de1;,-os.its include valley fill materials of 
outwash sands and gr.ave·1s, and lacustrine fine sands. Ti:ll·s 
o·r nonstr.at.lf'.i·ed a:ri.ft consist of heterogeneous mixtures of 
.boulders,. g_rave.ls, sands, and e1·ays. In the Rockaway 
va:ll:e_y-, the Wisconsinian Terminal Moraine comprises the 
Pti~~ry deposits of this nature, although there are mapped 
, .. 
q:e:p.osi ts of other tills, including mixtures of ground 
moraine and colluvium. Figure 5, a surficial map of the 
1 I 
area, shows the areal distribution of the unconsolidated 
I . 
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• 
Pleistocene to Holocene sediments as well ·as -·otitcrops of 
Precambrian bedrock. ( 
The stratified .,deposits in the area have byen further 
subdivided by Stanford (1985) on the basis of depositional 
environments, which indirectly reflect their relative 
.-
pr ope rt i es and stratigrap~ic position with respect to one: 
another. Fior·· :examp·le, the classifications of .outwash 
deposits and .of· lacustrine depos·its ind.irectl·y· relate to: :the. 
respective compo·sitions and physi:c,al ,ch·ara:ct:erist-ics .of 
these stratified materials. Th·e cl:ass·ificat.i:on also . . ·. ·.. ' ' ··, . . . - . ' 
·r.efle.cts orderly- ,deposit·ional. processes that .i·mply a certai-n 
, 
g$ometry and position in the: strat.igraphic column. The 
g¢neralized cross sections in figures 6,7, and 8 and the 
.. ac.companying gee.logical key (.s.ee Appendix A). :suiltlnarizes the· 
:$tratigraph:i-.c subdivisions o·f .both the stratified a.nd non·~-
is·t1:a_ti.:fied drift deposits a_nd serves· to demonstra-te ·th.e 
'$pa_c-ia:X configu:r:ation of each deposit. The signJ~fic4pc:e o:f 
t..h.is c.lassif ication i.s :apparent when the relat:i:onship 
-betw.een the mode of a:e:position, i.e. 1 by glaci.·a·1 melt water 
or by the glacier· itself is coupled with the re:sulting 
physical nature of the respective deposits. In other word.s, 
there is 1 a direct relationship between the hydrogeo].ogical 
properties of a deposit and its depositional history. Of 
course, the rock from ·which these deposits were derived also 
fla:YS a role in the degree of permeability that the 
. .. 
·. 
I 
sediments will have. For example, the greater the 
·., 
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·, 
percentage of clay minerals in the matrix of the source rock 
the less permeable the sediments will be. 
The thickness of the valley fill materials •· varies 
\ 
\ 
considerably from place to place (Figure 9) • Nonuniform 
• thickness is a result of several dynamic processes that· 
shaped the Pleistocene envirQ1.1inent. Erosional activity 
responsib.l.e. for the deep scouri.11g of channe.l.s by th~ ·pre.-
=g:l_a.cial Rockaway River draina.ge system p'roduc-ed con:ven.ient'. 
·p.a:ths a.long which lobes of the glacier c.ould travel and 
c.ont.i11g_e downcutting. These deepened ·troughs were then 
.av:,ailab·le for subsequent deposition ·or unconsolidated 
mater·iais. Climatic influences hel·p.eg. to d:ictate the 
m.aximum advance. of the glac.ier during_ Wif;.co_n:s·inan time-s: .. 
This in tur,n r·~sul ted in th:·e ·depo·si.t.ion o-f .: t·hic_k; 1.aye·r·s -c)f. 
materials wi·th-in the ma.irt p1.·:e-·g1·ac·ial. channel o·f :the· 
Rockaway River· and prod.uced: the ·t.hicfk sediment pile at the 
teI'Jll.intis of the g·1.acier, which comp-rises the Wisconsinan 
.-Teon·inal Moraine. Lastly, the transporting potent·ia.l or: .th:e-
_gl:acier and its meltwaters determined the volume, char'.a:o.ter._, 
-a~nd assorted sediment $i_zes characterist.·i_c of these 
P.l.ei.stoce·-ne deposits :th.u·s· leaving behind a lasting imprint 
of· ·the :compl.ex q.nq llig_l)_Jy .energetic gl·aci.a:1. and peri-glac,i .. al 
26. 
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Figure 9 Isopach map of unconsolidated sediments of 
Pleistocene and Holocene Age, existing in the 
study area. 
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As previously mentioned,_ the pre-glacial Rockaway 
'River, southeast of Denville, flowed within a valley 
trending nearly transverse to the regional trend of the 
Highland Escarpment. It is within this pre-glacial valley 
that the maximum thickness of glaci-al sediments acc:umulated •. 
Modification of flow patterns _became necessary as ice and 
sediment .blo.cked off the existi.ng route of the river. The 
d¢v·.elopme:nt :of .--~the pro-glacial ,(lrainage syst-:em coupled wi,th 
·tlle- inf·1Iling of parts of the:, pre-glacial river valley .h._a.s: 
resulted · in an integrated: n_e,tw·or}c o~ bur:ie·d tributary 
valleys whi:cn co_alesce· at- the: p.r.e--g,la.c.·ia.l Rockaway Ri_v·e:r: 
,. 
,. 
4 .• -0 HYDROGEOLOGY 
.. •, 
Converting the stratigraphic: column of uncon$ol-,i,dat.·ea. 
sediments into hydrogeological units that are both 
..; 
representative of the actual geology yet more manageable in 
the development of a numerical model required an involved 
hierarchical and systematic approach. The first step toward 
the separation of the thick sequence of un.ct,nsolidated 
materials into hydrogeol·ogical layers inclUcl_ed an analysi_:s 
,of· ··th·e literature cor.itaining documentati·on of water bear,.ing· 
prbperti~s of the glacially derived sediments. The •~st 
. . 
·:a_pplicable information obtained indicated, -a-s one would 
e}{pe.ct:, that stratified deposits are the most likely 
ca,pq..i.da.tes for groundwater exploitati.on. The wide rang_e of ... 
:hy.dra,ulic -conductivity and porosity of glacial materia:ls i$ 
demons:trat:ed in 'I1able-s. 3 and 4, respectiv.ely ~- .I:n acidition.~ 
detenn.inatio11 of how a.nd to what extent the- ·.geometri-.ca.l 
:o.t>n!i.gu.r-a.t:ion· of· t,he V~ti:ous geologic l.ayer·s, in·f111enc·es. the·. 
:g.r·ound·wate:t f l._o.w p·atterns was also necessary· .b.e.fore a 
·decis·_i:on as t.o h·ow tne various layers should. be g:roup.ed. _.it1tc1 
wor·kal:il.e :hydrogeo.logical uni ts co~ld be made. 
:l<n·owledge o .. f the way in which the sediments were: 
depos~ted allows ,inferences to be made as.·to the grain size, 
degree of sorting:, and other propert:ies of the material. 
rt.his in turn ::p.rovides insight into the ability of the 
$ediments to store and to transmit fluids. Therefore, an 
integrated analysis of the depositional mode and of the 
29 
Table 3 
Porosity Ranges for Unconsolidated Sediments 
Material 
Well sorted sand or gravel 
Sand and gravel, mixed 
Glacial till 
Silt 
.Clay 
Representative Values of Porosity 
Material 
Gravel, coarse 
Gravel, medium 
Gravel, fine 
-S·an·d: ·, coarse 
. .. .. ·. ' 
sand, medium 
Sand, fine 
Silt 
Clay 
Till (predominantly silt) 
Till (predominantly sand) 
n(%) 
25-50 
20-35 
35-50 
33-60. 
Jt{ %·:) 
. . 
. . ·~ ,• . . . . . . . . ' .. . . . 
28 
-3:4. 
39 
39 
43 
46 
31 
....... 
I 
TABLE 4 
Ranges of Hydraulic Conductivity for un'eonsolidated Sediments 
(after Fetter, 1980) 
Material 
Clay 
Silt, sandy silts, 
clayey sands~ till 
Silty ~~nds, fine sands 
Well-Sorted sands, 
Glacial outwash 
Well-sorted gravel 
' 
Conductivity (m/d) 
10-6 - 10-3 
l10-3 - 10-1 
10-2 - 10 
Representative Values of Hydraulic Conductivity 
(afer Todd, 1980) 
Material Conductivity Type of Measurement* 
Gravel, coarse 150 R 
Gravel, medium 270 R 
Gravel, fine 450 R 
Sand, coarse 45 R 
Sand, medium 12 R 
Sand, fine -2. 5 R 
Silt ,,, 0.08 H 
Clay 0.0002 H 
Till, 
predominantly sand 0.49 R 
Till, 
predominantly gravel 30 R 
*His horizontal hydraulic conductivity, Risa repacked sample 
31 
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-:ca.lculated aquifer '.p·ara.meters allows the subdivision of the 
sequence of glacial deposits according to hydrogeological 
properties. This subdivision can be markedly different than 
a subdivision based soley on t·he recognition of geological 
,units. A quick study of the geologic cross-sections reveal_s 
' t}:Iat:. there ar.e nunlerous map units. However, in 
ihydrogeolo_gidq] .. t·e·:rnls, and for mo.deling_ :purpos,_es, it is 
commonly mo:re: .pr.act.ical and expedien.t: to gr·oup those uni ts 
exhibiting :sini-ilar ~ydrogeological propP-rties into a single 
unit. Exact-ly f1ow to re,group the unconsolidated deposi:t$ 
.. 
in,to· :a few manageable, y:et represe~tative: :Iaye_:r:s· i:s ·the 
di .. lenuna-.. The existence of. a't Ie-c;1$t -c\·. three ·1ayer·, mu:_1,t·i.-
·aquife·r s.y$tem is supported by 197 5 pump test data c·ondu·cte.d 
a·t the Boonton well field by the Moretrench American 
:Co.rpor.ati·on. tr.ow.ever, the results strongly suggest that 
st1t:fh a -thre~· layer aquifer system may exist only in the 
vicini·t-y of the Boonton well field. The interfingering 
nature. o:f the vari:oµs v.alley, .fill deposits toward and ·w:i:tn·:iii 
· the main tributa.ry (pre-g-lacial river channel) hints at t:he 
complexity o.(: the :.s.ys;tem and the ·t.a._f3k, ·of :reducing the 
geologic.al µ:Jli,t:s to meaningful hyd·rogecilo.9·ical layers (see: 
:figures 6, 7·" and 8) . Compu:_ter modeling was used as a. too·l 
to help unravel the problem of how to regroup the 
stratigraphic layers into more manageable but realistic 
hydrostratigraphic units by testing different 
hy~rogeological configurations. 
• 
' 
Preliminary delineation of the unit$ was necessary to 
initialize the data sets for the first computer simulations. 
Thus, the uppermost layer, a water table aquifer, with an 
initial hydraulic conductivity estimated to .b~ 3.05 x 10-5 
·m·eters/sec {l0-4 ft/sec)., was.· c-h-osen as layer 1. Within the 
Y~lley of the Rockaway River, at approximately 152 meters 
(SbO feet) in elevation, the hydraulic conductivity of tb~· 
.$ediments is slightly greater. Here the deposits are mainly 
.. 
outwash mater.ial-s consisting of pebble gr.ave!. a:nd sand . 
. Tqward ·the outer limit of the Terminal :mara.-in:e: :an·d a:1-so 
·tc::;.w·arci :the bedrock ridges, the hydraulic.: -con:ductivi ty o··f th·e 
;s~eq_iments decreases. This is because nonstratified drift, 
.n-amely till, comprises the material of the water table 
-aqu:ifer beyond this point. However, delineating the 
.boundaries of the water table aquifer is a rather 
" 
s·traightforward procedure up to the point where it .is: 
juxtaposed against the front of the Wisconsinian Termin·gl 
Moraine. 
. . ,·· ;· . 
Here, the subdivision of~ thick pile of glacial 
t:i.l:1 with interf ingering stratified deposits into meaning.fu·l: 
' 
1hYdrogeological units of similar hydrogeological properties 
is not obvious. The problem is complicated by a lack of 
.de,tailed information on the local ground water flow 
patterns. Therefore, until more data is collected, the 
discretization of the complex pile of unconsolidated 
.,s·ediments along the terminal moraine and slightly beyond 
where till, lake bottom sediments and glaciofluvial sand·$. 
I 
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and g:ravels interfinger is based mainly on hydraulic 
conductivity. It is recognized that this initial gross 
lumping of different strata, based mainly on scanty 
hydraulic conductivity data, will have to be adjusted 
either as new c,iata become available or as calibration of the 
model -proves iinpossible because of these p.relimir1ary 
:~ssumptions. 
Knowing· that there is supporting evidence for the 
existence of three layers, each of which exhibit contrasting 
ll:ydraulic conductivities, makes it appealing to readily 
assume that this is the case throughout the study area. 
However, the fact that the geological layers (or 
stratigraphic units) believed to make up the valley fill 
-d~:posits do not coincide with a three aquifer system arid the 
f·ao·t that there is no supporting data for three separate, 
aquifers (there may be more or there may be less) existi_ng 
in the ·vicinity ·of. the terminal moraine precludes such a 
hasty conclusion. It appears that the fundamental 
hydrogeological difference between layer 2 and ·layer 3 in 
the locality of the Boonton well field is ·that layer 2 is 
much thicker and exhibits a greater variability in both 
• 
·,horizontal and vertical flow. Both aquifers are thought to 
be confined, although it is quite possibl~ that the layers 
acting as confining units are not continuous. Also, the 
pump test data indicate that the confining units are 
actually quite permeable. This strongly implies that in 
34 
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certain locations semi-confining conditions exist. Once 
a.gain, the validity of this initial assumption was tested 
during model calibration. 
-~-
" 
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5 •. :O AQUIFER PARAMETERS 
An aquifer or an aquifer system is described most 
accurately by its characteristic parameters. Aquifer 
parameters include Transmissivity (T), Hydraulic 
Conductivity (K), Leakance (Vcon), and Saturated 
thickness(b). Representative values of these parameters for 
e·ach modeled layer are prerequisites for model calibration. 
Values of T, K, Vcon,and b for this study were 
determined from a combination of sources. These included 
extrapolation of parameters from previous studies conducted 
in similar valley fill aquifers (Mei~ler,1976; Canace et 
al., 1981), extrapolation of specific capacity data obtained 
'·' f·rom records of tl1e first drilling of weJ.ls in the area, and 
.interpretation of existing well logs. 
Table 5 listi the pertinent data extracted from 
,.previous studies that were used to help determine possible 
·values for some of the aquifer characteristics of the 
R·ockaway Valley aquifer system. The various ranges of 
,·values indicates that, in general, valley fill~ aquifers are 
heterogeneous. Included in Table 5 is a brief discussion of 
the means by which the various data were obtained. 
5 .. 1 Determination of Tranmissivities 
Very few.transmissivity values have been determined 
from the anaiysis of pump tests and field investig·ations 
conducted in the Rockaway Valley. Therefore, estimates of 
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Table 5 Selected Values of Transmissivity and Storativity from Previous 
Studies in Glacial Valley Fill Environments 
Source 
Vecchiolo and 
Nichols (i966) 
Meisler (1976) 
Mo retrench 
American· 
Corp., 
1975 
Tetra Tech, 
Inc.j 1978 
Canace and 
others .(1981) 
Transmiss1vity {m2/d) 
Tl Th. h T ow 1g ave. 
1,.198 3,985 2,592 
482 3,211 1,828 
~25 1,046 685 
( deep aquifer) 
598 2,352 J,475 
(intermediate aquifer) 
36 2,389 566 
210 1,817 721 
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Storativity/ 
Specific Yield 
s ave. 
No Data 
Methodology 
Analysis of pump 
test data from 
M:>rris Co. • NJ 
-6 ' 4xl0 /0.16 
\ 
Results of 
~alibrated 
·~ computer model 
No.Data 
No Data 
-3 2.6xl0 
Analysis of pump-
down· test s/t 
plots by the Jacob 
Non-Equilibrium 
Method 
Based on the 
relationships 
K=2,000 Q/S(L) 
and T = Kb 
Analysis of aquifer 
pump test data by 
methods developed 
by Pricket (1965), 
Jacob (1963), Cooper 
and Jacob, (1946), 
Tileis (1935),.and 
Theim (1906) 
, . . 
• 
transmissivity had to be determined through the application · 
of the Theis equation to existing specific capacity data 
(Heath, 1983). Specific capacity is the pumping rate of the 
well divided by the observed drawdown (Q/s). Modifications 
to the Theis equations result in the following equation: 
fl) T·~ W(U·) X Q. 
where 
(2) 
411' s 
W(u) - the well function ·O·f 
u - r2 s I 4Tt -
T ·-- Transmiss .iv i ty 
.. $ - Storage coefficient -
:Q - Pumping rate -
-s = Drawdown 
t = Length of the pump·itig 
period 
'U. 
r = effective radius of the. 
well 
:F~o_r cqnv.etfi_en.c.e:, :w.(u}/ 4 1r can be expressed· as a 
constant.·· 'rhi$ :is accomplished by calculating values for u 
(equation 2):. ·The initial estimate of; u is obtained by 
substituting representative values p:f S.,. T, r, t, determined 
from field observations, into egua·tion: .2. Once a value of u 
'is determined then reference to a table of selected values 
of W(u) that correspon~ to the respective 1/u values 
3.8· 
.. 
f 
'l: 
.. 
(Table 6) enables a constant foi W(u)/4w to be used in 
equation 1. Table 7 lists the calculated transmissivity 
values and the layer to which the values correspond. 
Transmissivities, calculated from previous studies in 
similar valley fill environments were used as the initial 
value of Tin equation 1. ·. .... . A range of possible 
. ' 
transmissivity values are calculated based on the highest 
and lowest value of transmissivity determined from previous 
investigations. The density of transmissivit}~ values for 
the area was limited by well records with specific capacity 
data. There was no systematic way to judge the validity of 
the specific capacity data included in the well records, 
theref,ore it was assumed that all values were applicable. 
Cal·culated transmissivity values were plotted on the ba~e 
itlap and then contoured (Figure. 10) • This allowed an 
interpolation of transmissivity to be made where no. a·at. 
existed. 
':rlle use· of the Theis equation to c:alculate 
ttahsmissivity is ·not without certain limitations. 
' 
.lssumptions which accompany Theis type solutions include, 
r 
.but are not 
1. The 
limited to th7)following (Heath, 1983): 
Transmissivity of the aquifer tapped by the 
pumping well is constant but values obtained are 
only applicable within the confines of the 
steady state cone of depression. 
I .I.• 
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0 
.. 
-·-------- ···--- .... 
1/u 
10- 1 
1 
10 
1<>2 
10-..1 
1a4 
1D5 
1a6 
107 
lo" 
lo' 
1010 
1011 
1012 
1011 
1014 
Table 6 Selected values of W(u) for values of 1/u 
(from Heath, 1983). 
10 7.69· S.88 S.00 4.00 3.33 2.86 2.S · 2.22 2.00 1.67 1.43 1.25 
0.219 0.13S 0.07S 0.049 0.025 0.013 0.007 0.004 0.002 0.001 O.CXXl 0.000 0.000 
1.82 1.59 1.36 1.22 1.04 .91 .79 .70 .63 .. 56 .45 .37 .31 
4.04 3.78 3.51 3.35 3.14 2.96 2.81 2.68 2.s, 2.47 2.30 2.15 2.03 
6.33 6.07 5.80 5.64 5.42 5.23 5.08 4.95 4.83 4.73 4.54 4.39 4.26 . 
8.63 · 8.37 8.10 7.94 7.72 7.53 7.38 7.25 7.13 7.02 6.84. 6.69 6.55 
10.94 10.67 10.41 10.24 10.02 9.84 9.68 ;9.55 9.43 9.33 9.14 . 8.99 8.86 
13.24 12.98 12.71 12.55 12.32 12.14 11.99 11.8S 11.73 11.63 11.45 11.29 11.16 
15.54 15.~8 15.01 14.85 14.62 14.44 14.29 14.lS 14.04 13.93 13.75 13.60 13.46 
17.84 17.58 17.31 17.15 . 16.93- 16.74 16.59 16.46 · 16.34 16.23 16.05 15.90 15.76 
20.1s 19.88 19.62 19.45 19.23 19.05 18.89 18.76 18.64 18.54. 18.35 18.20 18.07 
22.45 22.19 21.92' 21.76 21.53 21.35 21.20 21.06 20.94 20.84 20.66 20.SO 20.37 
24.75 24.49 24.22 24.06 23.83 23.65 23.50 23.36 23.25 23.14 22.96 22.81 22.67 
• 
27.05 26.79 26.52 26.36 26.14 25.96 25.80 25.67 25.55 25.44 25.26 25.11 24.97 
29.36 20.0CJ 28.83 28.66 28.44 28.26 28.10 27.97 27.85 27.75. 27.56 27.41 27.28 
31.66 31.40 31.13 30.97 30.74 30.56 30.41 30.27 30.15 30.05 29.87 29.71 29.S8 
33.96 33.70 33.43 33.27 33.05 32.86 32.71 32.58 32.46 32.35 32.17 32.02 31.88 
Examples: When 1/u•lOxl0-1, W(u)•0.219; when 1/u-3.l3x1o2, W(u)-5.23. 
1.11 
0.(XX) 
.26 
1.92 
4.14 
6.44 
8.74 
11.04 
13.34 
1S.65 
.17.95 
20.25 
22.55 
24.86 
27.16 
29.46 
31.76 
I 
TABLE 7 
Estimates of Transmissivity. obtained from Specific Capacity Values 
and Transmissivity Data from Previous Investigations and Modification 
of the Theis Equation 
Units from which Specific Capacity 
Data was obtained 
Shallow till (Well W-4, Q/s • 20 'm2/d) 
Shallow stratified drift 
(Well ·.B-3, Q/s • 268 m2/d) 
{Wells B-1 and B-2, Q/s • 536 m2/d) 
Intermediate sand and gravel 
(~ell B-6), Q/s • 2,682 m2/d) 
Deep sand and gravel 
(Well D-8, Q/s • 116 m2/d) 
(Wells B-4 and B-5,.Q/s • ·322.m2/d) 
Deep till 
(Well D-5, Q/s • 125 m2/d) 
(Well D-7, Q/s • ·27 m2/d) 
(Well W-11, Q/s -·200 m2/d) 
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Transmissivity (m2/d) 
Thigh Tlow 
23 
305 
616 
3,957 
172 
474 
185 
41 
295 
20 
275 
546 
3,612 
157 
433 
169 
37 
270 
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Figure 10 Preliminary transmissivity contour map of the 
lower aquifer layer in the study area. 
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2. Water·withdrawn from the aquifer is derived 
' 
entirely from storage and is discharged 
instantaneously with a corresponding decline in 
head • 
. 3. The --discharging well penetrateF -the entire 
1:hickness of the aquifer and its diameter is 
extremely small in comparison with the pumping 
rate, so that storage in the well is negligible. 
5.2 Determination of Saturated Thickness and Hydraulic 
Conductivity 
An isopach map of the entire sequence of unconsolidated 
deposits is shown in Figure 9. This map was constructed 
from an unpublished bedrock topography map (Stanford,1985) 
and the Boonton 7.5 minute quadrangle map. The difference 
between the intersection of a surface elevation contour and 
a bedrock elevation contour was used to determine the total 
thickness of the unconsolidated materials at that point. 
All calculated points and cont~ol points (actual thickness 
determined from wells that have achieved bedrock) were 
subsequently contoured. 
\lsopach maps depicting the thickness of each of the 
stratigraphic layers were constructed from geological cross-
sections (Stanford,1985)~ and data from well logs. Hydraulic 
.. 
conductivity values for each of the layers were calculated 
0 
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once the best estimates of the thickness of each unit at. 
seleeted localities was determined. However, for this 
. 
particular study, the model required a hydraulic 
conductivity map for only the top unconfined aquifer. The 
·equation K = T/b is the basis of the calculations used to 
construct the necessary hydraulic conductivity map. In this, 
case, bis the saturated thickness of the water table 
aquifer. The actual saturated thickness of the water table 
aquifer was not known but it was assumed that the saturated 
thickness was only slightly less than that of the entire 
w.ater table aquifer thickness. This assumption seems 
"' reasonable because the water table in the Rockaway Valley is 
close to the surface and the thickness of the unsaturated 
zone (the difference between the saturated and the entire 
tbickness) is negligible relative to the total thickness. 
The saturated thickness of the water table aquifer was 
determined by superimposing the water level contour map over 
the water table aquifer isopach map. The transmissivity 
values calculated as outlined in the previous section were 
the transmissivities used in the solution of the hydraulic 
conductivity equation. Calculated hydraulic conductivity 
·values were subsequently contoured (Figure 11). 
5 •. 3 Deter.mination of Leakance 
Determination of the Leakance factors that 
accurately quantify the flux of water from one. 
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Figure 11 Preliminary hydraulic conductivity,map of the 
water table aquifer in the study area. 
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glaciostratigraphic unit to th~ next is not possible from 
the existing data base. However, the identification of 
feasible hydrologic relationships between the various units 
allows qualification of possible leakage occurring between 
hydrostratigraphic units in the Rockaway Valley multi-
aquifer system. ·validity of these qualified estimates can 
-be tested by means of the behavior of the model. 
According to tests conducted by the Moretrench American 
Corporation (MTA) at Boonton's well field, there is 
significant vertical leakage between the various aquifer 
strata. A pump-down test was conducted at the well field on 
wells 5 and 6. Well 6 is the only one from the well fi,eld 
which taps the intermediate unit. The intermediate aquifer 
·is: believed to be the most productive aquifer in the multi--
aquifer s,ystem. s/t (drawdown over time) plots and modified 
·s/r (drawdown over distance) plots were construct.ed by MTA 
f_or eleven observation wells. According to MTA: 
After five days of pumping a state of equilibriu~ 
had not been achieved and drawdowns continued to 
increase with time. A comparison of drawdown in 
three observation wells at approximately 
equivalent radius, with sensing elements in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep aquifer strata 
indicates that the greatest drawdown occured in 
the intermediate aquifer. Vertical gradients were 
established between the deep and intermediate, 
· and the shallow and intermediate aquifers. 
Pumping at 200 gpm caused recharge water to move 
from the deep and shallow into the intermediate 
aquifer stratum. However, in view of the relatively 
large thickness of the intermediate aquifer it is 
likely that the principal direction of recharge 
water is horizontal. Drawdowns in the shallow 
46 \ 
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aquifer stratum were not as great as those in the 
intermediate stratum but indicated a fair qegree of 
vertical communication between these two strata 
(Moretrench American Corporation,1975). 
<I 
MTA did not quantify the amount of leakage occuring 
between the different layers. It appears th~t MTA is 
-- ---· -
--
suggesting that both of the confining units are sufficiently 
permeable to transmit water from the overlying and 
underlying aquifers into the intermediate aquifer. Another 
possibility is that the source of recharge is the release o.f 
water from storage in the confining beds. Either 
interpretation implies the existence of semiconfining 
conditions in the intermediate aquifer and possibly in the I 
deep aquifer. Unfortunately, the copy of the MTA report 
" 
available to the author did not include any of the distance-
drawdown plots or the data used to construct such plots. 
Therefore, the resultant plots from the Boonton well field 
test could not be compared to the family of type curves 
which reflect the m~ny various leaky artesian conditions 
' 
that may exist. It is important to note that the well field 
is in close proxi~ity to the river and that this recharge 
boundary must have some impact on the results of any aquifer 
tests if the pump test is conducted ov~r a long enough 
period of time. 
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Since model calibration was conducted under only steady 
:$.tate conditions determination of storativity values for the 
hydrostratigraphic units was not necessary. 
_:.:· 
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6 ..•. o· SURFACE ·AN_"D GROUNDWATER HY.DROLOGY 
6.1 Drainage Basin Characteristics 
The Rockaway River lies within the iarger, Passaic 
Drai,nage basin. The Passaic River Basin is a 90 kilometer 
.(5:6 :miles) long by 42 kilometers (26 miles) wide watershed 
- -- . 
. 
·wit:h. an area of 2,422 square kilometers (935 square m:il:e:s): -~· 
About 1-~ •: 5· %.. :of· the Passaic River Basin .i,s occupied b.y the 
:R·.ock.aw·ay ·wate.rsbed. The Rockaway Drainage B:asin .i·s: 3-5:1 
__ :s·qua·re kiloin.eters: (135.7 square miles-) with 300: ·s:quare. 
kilometers (1.16 s:quare miles) cg:rn·pr:;i.·$ing the Up_~~r· ·Ro·_ckaway 
a.nd 51 s.qu:are .. kilometers (1.9 .• 7 square miles) c·orop:risir1g t·he 
Low~r Roc·kaway Basin. T.he Rockaway River, with its 
-
headwaters originati.ng i:n: the Highlands region, is one of 
the major tributaries to the· Passiac River. Within the N~w 
·J·ersey :H_ighlands., :th·e: :S·t·r·eant -g_radie.nt. is extremely high , 
:r-:anging :front .1.: 3 t·o :.:i: :~o·o:.;. a.nd: t·he c.ourse of the riv:e.r 
gene-rally follows tne· northea$t-s.o:ut,~wl~S-t trending ridg:e:s :·o:-f 
t·h·e. Highlands (sunnners et al •.. , 19·78:) • Narrow str·eam v:all.eys .. 
·v,ith steeply dippin_g: v:a·1·1.e:Y :.w·al1$. are the genera.I :tu·l ..e. 
streamflow is ~to· ·the :S'.C>:uthwe:st in the northern :rte~che·s· o·;·f·· 
the drainage basin and to the ·northeast in the southern 
readhes~ The study area lies within the Upper Rockaway 
Dr~in:a.g.e Basi·n and covers approximately 30 square kilometers 
(.11 •. :5 square mi·.1,e.s:·) .... The Rockaway River, where it cuts 
t·:r-ansve,r-se.: t:o the: ·bed:roc.k- .·ri·dges and dissec:ts :the· 
. ,. 
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Wisconsinan: Terminal Moraine in Denville to the outlet of 
the river into the Boonton Reservoir, is a total of 13 
kilometers (eight miles) long. The channel gradient is 
about 2.5 meters per kilometer (13 feet per mile) along its 
entire. flow path within the study area but steepens abruptly 
:from the town of Boonton- to ·th:e_ ·Boonton Reservoir, and 
t. 
·achieves a maximum gr.adiet1t j:·U:st upstream from the Ramapo 
Fault, with a channel. Slope bf approximat~·ly 133 meters per 
ki1ometer {100 feet per mile). The USGS maintains a stream 
gaging $t:,ati:on ·2. 9 kilometers ( 1. 8· m·:iles) upstream from the 
Bo:ont·on Reserv·oir··. The averag.fa discharge, calculated from 
:4_5 yea·rs of record ·{1937·-1·9.:a.:2)'°, ;i·s 6. 4 cubic meters per 
-sec,o:nd (228 cubic feet per secon:dJ ,· :with ·¢xtreme.s- o•f· a 
·maxi-mum discharge of 158. cubic, .meters per second (5._, 59·0: 
:cf·sJ , on April .5., .1984 a.ncl -~ minimum discharge of o. 2.8· cub::±-c 
.me·t:ers per seco.-ncl (10- c:f.$). :on. August 10, 1966 (Baue,rsf:eld 
'Fh-e Roc:k·away Watershed is stippled with_: :.nume·rous lak'es, 
·po.nds.,,· .and -resentoi.r:s. Within the stuo.y· are.~: 5. 2 percent ·.of 
l~·nd is occup:ie.d by surface ·water bodi:e$4t However, loc·a·1·1:y 
the prima·ry s.-ou-.r.ce, o.f: pqta:t>le: wa-ter is· from ground-w:a·te:r 
• reservo1.rs. 
-e:. 2 Stream-Aquifer Interaction 
The flow dynamics between the ri~ver ··a·nd-: the underlyin·g 
,:a.quifer is best dete:rmin~·d by seepage run:s, whi:ch are 
./· 
• 
·' 
determined from the analysis of stream discharge 
measurements taken at selected intervals along reaches of 
the river. Figure 12 shows the location of the USGS stream-
/' 
gaging stations, the distance between each measuring site, 
and the number assigned by the USGS to each station. Table. 
a lists the disch-arge for each location and the date on 
which the data were collected. There are three separate 
sets of seepage· runs that were conducted by the USGS and 
another set of discharge measurement~ col.l.ected by personne·l 
from Tetra Tech, Inc., (Summers et al .. ,,. ·1.978). Gomparis,on 
of the total net £1:ux of water f·rom . .. . . . .. ' . . .. :sta·t1on. 30:13 (T·~tr.a 
,. 
Tech' s s:tati.on 4·J to station 68 (·T·etra Tech' s sta·t·ion 5) ,. 
approxitQ~t.ely .13. kilometers (8 m,iles) downstream, irtcl.i.cat.e:s. 
that tll'e:re. ·i.s :a: .significant .fluctuation in streamflow among 
:t;p..e various samp··.1:ing dates. ·s:.ome of th·e :O.i.s'parity in the 
I 
.... 
1977 data presented :in the. reP.O:~t by 'retr·a :Tech, Inc. is 
au~, according to ·the· report, to .clif.f.e·rence-.s in irri'gatio-1t 
a.em.ands. Puntp,i·ng would be greater during t:he late summer 
·rn.ont·hs. By :early November, the effects of the summer 
pu.mping is ... n.egligible Q.11 streamflow in the Rockaway Riv~r·~ 
More. ·i.mpor,ta:ntly.; llovteve:t, is that the dis·c .. rep.ency _.bet-ween. 
I 
·.st:re·am di·s,¢.tiarge measured for each site may also be 
attr·ibuted to :the fact that error is introduced during fi·e.l·d 
measurements. According to records and personnel from the 
USGS, a deviation of plus or minus five percent from 
observed streamflow is, under the best of conditions, the 
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Figure 12 Map depicting location of stream-gaging 
stations and location of wells that were 
monitored for water levels during seepage 
runs. 
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Table 8 Stream Discharge Data 
USGS 
Station Discharge (L3/s) Net Seepage Between Selected Stations 
Date Streamflow Data was Collected 
9/19/85 4/12/85 10/16/84 9/19/85 4/12/85 10/6/84 
30 B 
38 
39(T) 
43 
45 (T) 
6l(T) 
62(T) 
65 
66 (T) 
27. 5 ft 3 /s 
3 (0.778 m /s) 
3 39.6 ft /s 
3 (1.721 m /s 
3 0. 34 ft /s 
3 (0.010 m /s) 
41. 7 ft 3 /s 
3 (1.180 m /s) 
3 0.0 ft /s 
3 0.03 ft /s 
3 (849 cm /s) 
3 0.021 ft /s 
(594 cm3 /s) 
3 36. 7 ft /s 
. 3 (1.038 m /s) 
3 0.0 ft /s 
3 157.0 ft /s 
3 (4.443 m /s) 
3 162.0 ft /s 
·(4.585 -m3/s) 
3 1.80 ft /s 
. 3 
(0.051 m /s) 
3 165.0 ft /s 
j (4.669 m /s) 
3 13~5 ft /s 
3 (0.382 m /s) 
3 0 .1 ft /s 
3 (0.003 m /s} 
3 ., 
27.8 ft /s 
3 (1.786m /s) 
3 30.8 ft /s 
3 (0.872 m /s) 
3 0.113 ft /s 
3 (0 .003 m /s) 
3 30.8 ft /s 
3 (0.872 m /s) 
3 0.0 ft /s 
3 o.o ft /s 
1.20 ft 3/s o.a:ss ft3/s 
3 3 (0.034 m /s) (99.1 cm /s) 
3 · 3 174.0 ft /s 35.9 ft /s 
(4.924 m3/s) (1.016 m3/s) 
0.13 ft3/s 0.002 ft3/s 
(0.004 m3/s) (56.6 cm3/s) 
67(T) 0.057 ft3/s 1.40 ft3/s 0.069 £t3/s 
(0.002 m3/s) (0.039 m3/s) (0.002m3/s) 
68 39.6 ft 3/s 175.0 £t3/s 37.0 ft3/s 
(1.21 m3/s) (4.95 m3/s) (1.047 a3/s) 
Net Seepage from Station 30 8 to Station 68. 
Seepage Rate 
Net Seepage Rate from Tetra Tech's Station 4 
to Station 5 (Nov. 18, 1977) 
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3 
+12.1 ft /s 
3 +0.342 m /s 
3 3 +S.O ft /s +3.0 ft /s 
3 3 +0.142 m /s +0.085 m /s 
(From Station 30 B to 38) 
3 
+1.75 ft /s 
3 
+0.049 m /s 
. 3 3 
+1.2 ft /s +0.113 ft /s 
3 3 +0.034 m /s +0.003 m /s 
(From Station 38 to 43) 
3 
~4.95 ft /s 
3 
-0.14 m /s 
· 3 3 · 
-5.8 ft /s +S.07 ft /s 
-0.164 m3/s +1.056 m3/s 
(From Station 43 to 65) 
(From Statio 65 to 68} 
3 3 3 +2.84 ft /s -0.53 ft /s +1.03 ft /s 
· · .. 3 1· 3 +0.08.m./s -0.015-m /s.+0.029 m /s 
3 3 3 +ll.I8ft /s -0.13 ft /s +9.213 ft /s 
3 3 3 +0.316 m /s -0.004 m /s +0.260 m /s 
+1.4 cfs/mi -0.016 cfs/mi +1.15 cfs/mi 
+24.4 ccs/m -0.311 ccs/m +20.199 ccs/m 
+4.08 cfs/mi 
+71.75 ccs/m 
\ 
.. 
.. 
.. 
low·est possible error. Regardless of the cause for ,f:low. 
differences, it seems apparent, based on the high 
variability in the discharge measurements taken during 
various baseflow conditions, that the volume of streamflo.w: 
in the river is probably influenced by fluctuations in t.he 
water -table leve-1s of· the---underlying aquifer. Therefore, 
the initial ·a:ssumptions that the stream-aquifer syst~m 
possesses a str:ong hydrologic co·n.ti·nuity and that· the. 
stresses i·mp.osed upon the aquife.r ·are re.fle,cte.d: .by the .. n.:e.t 
flux :of· water between the two sy·stems ,were· U·Sed ,as 
guideline.s to.war:d the construction o .. f a hydrogeo.Iogic:al 
model. 
One, o:f: the most apparent differences. ·b:etwe.e,ni the. 
:,seepag.e ·.runs taken in September 1985 an_d ·O:c.:t-,ober 1984 is ·the 
·net flux o'bserved ·be·tween stations 3.:0B. and· ·3:~ and between· 
stations. 4 3 ctfl.d. 65. Al though the two :dif f:erent seepage runs 
.as·sumed tha_t ·tl'le.y :be.th adequately reflect basef low 
condi:tion·s be.ca.use they were both undertaken during· c;1. ,Pe·tioq 
o·f low s·easona.l· :_recharge. Therefore, it is hi.gh.ly tl.hl·i.~ely 
that the diff·e·rence of o. 2.5 m3/s or 9 ft 3 /s (t:he. di:ffere.nce 
between the ·.octob.er 1984 data and the September 1985 data: 
for the rea·oh between stations 30 B and 38) can be accou.n.ted 
,, 
·:for ·by- sea.s.o·nal fluctuations. Al though explanations such as 
·in.ctea.s·e in water demands via evapotranspiration or 
uri:t1$Ual,ly high base flow in September 1985 cannot be ruled 
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out, it is more likely that this discrepancy is primarily a 
result of human induced stresses onto the system or that the 
error introduced during stream gaging produced the 
noticeable differences between the net flow for the two 
separate dates. For example, when a range of plus or minus 
5 % ierror i·s considered in the calculations:i· the net flux of 
t·he Septemb:er 1985 data between station 30 B to 38 ranges 
from -+l~-. o·, to +9. o ft 3 /s· while the October 1984 net flux 
• 3 :p.etween these stations ranges from +6. o to o. o ft /s. 
:Consideration of the error margins indicates that the 
discrepancy between the two seepage runs conducted on 
d.ifferent days may :rtbt be as great (9.0 - 6.0 = +3.0 ft3 js) 
:or may be ·greate:r (16. o· - o. o = +16. o ft 3 /s) than that sh.own 
by calculations in which tnis. err.or· .has been disregarded ... 
·D.iv:i.ding this troublesome re·ac:h into smaller reaches with 
llJ.(.1re: s_tream gaging statiio-ns wo.uld help to identify the 
:sou.rc·e_: o.f this increased ·fl·u-x- of water alc>ng the river. I.t. 
' 
would .also eliminate the possibility that :the influx is due 
t:.o: irn. un.ga.ged tributary along that portion ·of. the. rea:ch-~. 
·Th·e. 0th.er major difference between the two sets of b.ase :flow 
I .;. 
;\· 
data. (net flow between stations 43 and 65) presents :a 
•; 
.c11:ri:ous problem. It is· interesting that the absolute v-alue 
:of the net flow is nearly the same for both dates ( about 5 
c:_f_s:J. However, ·there is a sign difference, indicating that. 
o.n: September 19, 1985 this reach is losing and that on 
.o·ctober 16, 19··8.4 it is gaining. To add to the mystery, 
·5··.·5·.· 
' ' . ·• 
i.i· 
G. 
analysis of the April 12, 1985 data (high flow) for thi$ 
reach shows that the absolute value of the flux is once 
again very nearly the same as for the two separate low base 
flow values. However, when the error range of plus or minus 
5 % of the measured discharge is considered t·he net seep.ag,e, 
between these stations for the three separate dates falls· .i·n 
... 
the range of -9.0 to -1.0 ft 3/s (September, 1985), +26·.o to 
.., 
' 
-8.0 ft 3/s (April, 1985), and -9.0 to +2.0 ft 3/s (October 
1984). Despite this range in seepage values, the water 
level c·ontour map of the unconfined aquifer and the 
scattered water level measurements indicate that the 
hydrauliq gradient is toward the river throughout. the s,t.:udy· 
.area. -T.hus there should be no losing reaches unless :s.ome 
othe,r·· f:a·ctors are influencing the hydraulics between the 
·.$t.ream and· the water table aquifer. r:n. th·is particul·ar 
~~ach (from Station 43 to 65) there ar~ no water level 
nteasurment·s :available that would confirm the possibil ty of: a 
losing reach ·of:: t.ne river. Plausible explanations for ·thes.e 
observed anom:alies in the streamflow data are more 
tno::roughly di.scussed in a later section where the 
interrel·ationship bet-we:en flux in the river, groundwater· 
levels, and the 1·~pact of the geology on ··t·he hydraulics ·o .. f: 
the system is evaluated. overall, comparison of the total 
net flux, when considered as a net discharge per mile, for 
the entire eight miles of the river that flows through the 
study area, renders this disparity along a specific reach 
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less conspicuous (Table 8). Therefore, when the system is 
viewed as a whole local differences tend to be minimized. 
6. ·:3- Wa-te·r Level and Potentiometric Contour Maps 
·rn September 1985, the USGS, as part of their data base 
acquisition for the Rockaway Valley Drainage Basin, 
monitored water levels in selected wells while conduc:t-ing 
c,oncurrent seepage runs. Location of wells monitored on 
S·eptembe·r 19, 1985 are shown in Figure 12. Tht: water level 
data were plotted and then contoured by the author. Since 
the valley fill ntaterials ma-ke up a multi-aquifer system, 
j1.1dgments as to which layer the water level 1neasu·r~ments 
corresponded were based on the information supplied by well 
records. One can infe.r the layer from which the well is 
screened .i.n by analysis a:f: data on the casing length and the. 
screening interval. ot e·ach of the wells. Due to the low 
density of well$ in which water levels were measured during 
Septembe,r,, coJ1siderable extrapolation was necessary to 
coinplete the contour maps. Two separate water level mapS· 
were. drawn. Figure 13 represents the altitude of the wat¢r 
table in the uncohfined aquifer. The principle that the 
water level in water table aquifers commonly mimics the 
topography was applied during the construction of this map~ 
The hydraulics of the aquifer-stream system and the 
' 
I 
influence of pumping from shallow wells were also 
considered. Figure 14 illustrates the attitude of the 
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Figure 13 Water table elevation contour map constructed 
from water level measurements taken concurrently 
with streamflow data. 
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Figure 14 Potentiometric surface contour map constructed 
from water level measurements taken concurrently 
with streamflow data. 
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.potentiometric surface for the layers modeled as confined. 
Because data base acquisition has just begun it was decided 
that not enough reliable data existed to support the 
construction of two separate potentiometric maps for the twe, 
potential confined aquifers. Therefore, the data was 
combined and one map drawn that most closely represents the 
·groundwater flow patterns .in all possible underlying aquifer· 
uni ts. Supporti11g evidence for this gene.ralization. is given 
.by the fact that it is not totally certain that two co·n;f·ineq 
aquifers exist throughout the study area. Also, the· 
delineation of the sediments into stratigraphic units 
indicates the exi·ste·n.ce· o.f o.ne: :·c;::011t·ined aquifer within ·the. 
present day va11·ey of t·he Roc·k·awa:y .R:iver :and. the· po:s·s:ibl~. 
existence of many .individual lell$.-1.ik·e aqui·.f:_ers ±n, ·t·he 
,-. 
• 
southeast~s·o:uthw.es:t· region of t.he stu_dy area: .. ·, These ·nrany 
unknowns do not warrant a complex st1b.divis.ion ·of the 
stratigraphic units into hydrostrat.i.graphic· units. The main 
di,st·inction between th·~. various units i-s probably only 
dis,.cernabl,e by the respectiv.e conductivities of the 11n.i·ts .• : 
·1,f tbis;: .is: t,he case, then modeling this thick pi.le of 
~r$¢li.ro~:nt:s as :heterogeneous .materials should accomodate this 
Ji'qu.i f.er .• 
6.4 Water Budget Calculations 
A hydrologic water budget for the Upper Rockaway River 
6.0 
., 
basin was calculated for three different time periods from 
preliminary data by Phil Harte (USGS,1985). A long term 
average (1921-1950), a dry year (1965), and a wet year 
(1984) are presented in Table 9. A water budget for 1985 
was not included with these preliminary calculations. 
How_ever, ___ a 1985 budget was estimateµ by the author based on. 
19 8 5 precipitation :d:ata __ , measured runoff, afici the three 
water budgets. 
An annual hydrolog.ic budget can: be expressed a$ the 
following: 
wh.e·:re: 
.... • · ....... · •.•. 
..... 
P; ~ Q + E + dS/dt 
p· =: Av·erage Annual Pr·ecipi tat ion 
Q:: ,;::::_ Aver·age Annual Stream Discharge. 
::E =- Average Annual Evapotranspirat.ion. 
dS/dT = Change in Storage of both 
ground-water and surface-water in. ·ta.e 
basin 
The above is ·a very gene·r~·_l:_i·zed h:y:dr:ologj_c equati-.on-." 
_;_M·ore explicitly Q can be s·eparated into its surfac.e ru_n_~-off 
c-omponent (Q8 ) and its ground-water discharge component 
(Q_0 ). In addition, when data such as yearly consumption _a'nd 
;;.,_ 
g.roundwater inflows or outflows ( for basins in which the;, 
surface water and groundwater divides do not coincide .or 
when the boundaries of a study area do not coincide exactly 
with the surface drainage divide) are available, they are 
included in the hydrologic budget. It was assumed that the 
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Table 9: Preliminary hydrologic budget for the Upper Rockaway River Basin 
Budget Components Subcomponents Cm in Water 
Over Area ·(300 km3) 
Percentage of 
Total Budget 
Long Term Precipitation 122 
Average Water Loss 58 
(1921-1950) Runoff I 64 
Water Year Precipitation 87 
1965 Water Loss 66 
(Dry Year) Evapotranspiration 58 
Consumed 8 
Ground-water outflow 0.1 
Runoff 26 
Ground · 18 
Surface 8 
Water Year Precipitation 172 
1984 Water Loss 60 
(Wet Year) Evapotranspiration 52 
Consumed 8 
Ground-water outflow 0.1 
Runoff 112 
Ground 71 
Surface 41 
.. 
Above preliminary water budget calculations by Harte (USGS, 1985) 
Water Year Precipitation 104 
1985 Water Loss Evapotranspiration 
72 
65 
Consumed 8 
Ground-water outflow o .1 
Runoff 31 
Ground 22 
Surface 9 
1985 water budget calculations based on ·extrapolated percentages from Hartets 
calculations, 1985 precipitation data, and the average of maximum and minimum 
stream discharge data. 
100 
48 
52 
100 
70 
33 
100 
35 
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*change in storage of the basin over a yearly period is 
zero. However, for such short intervals the assumption that 
· storage of the basin does not change can be erroneous 
(Viessman and et al., 1977). Historical records of wate~ 
leve.ls an·d streamflow data would help to indicate the 
acc.ura.·cy: O..:f this assumption. The equation then becomes: 
wh:ere ·p ·==:· Average Annual Precipitation 
Q_s -· -· 
Q- --
.g 
E --
:Q·:::. ··t·.·_.· OU 
Average Annual Surface Run-off 
Average Annual Ba·seflow 
Av~rage Annual Evapotranspiration 
= Total Annual Amount of Water Co.ns·:umed, 
from Basin 
= Net Flow of Groundwater int·O ,o-r out of 
the Basin 
An estimate of the i985. hydrol·o.gic- budget was base·d nra±ttly 
:on the percentage of the components that comprise the: tc,tal 
1g65 water budget. For example, in 1965, 70 % and ~O % of 
the yearly precipitation was accounted for by -water loss 
(E, + :Qc:on· + ·Q·out ) -and by run-off (Q8 + Qgl, respectively. 
:Th:e$·¢ percentages were maintained during the cal.culation of 
t::tle 19,85 water budget. The 1965 water year. was l~J;>eleq a;$ a 
.d~y year with an annual precipitation of 86. 7 centime.te:rs 
:(J4 .12 inches) • Tn.e 1985 wa:ter year wit~ an annual 
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precipitation of lOA centimeters (40.76 inches) is believed 
f 
to resemble conditions of _a "dry" year much more closely 
than a "wet" year such as 1984 where the annual 
precipitation is 172 centimeters (67.68 inches) (Table 9). 
Table 9 also lists the calculated water budget and the 
respective. percentages of the individual compon~nts f:or the. · · ·· 
1985 water budget. Many assumptions accompany thi$ 
:estimat.e. It was presupposed that inflows to the system 
.e·g\icfl all outflows from the system. Antecedent conditions· 
imposeq.: ·by ·the 19.84 wet year on the water budget ·fo.r· 198·5 
·were not ta~en into consideration during these calculi1:t·.i·o11s .. 
·Total runoff ·w.as determined by averaging discharge val.11.es. 
·for a baseflow period and for a high flow period. A 
.rech':arge rate .of ·1. 3·2 x. 10-9 meters/second (2 .•. 4 x 10:-a. 
fee:.t/··s,econd) or an annual total of 22·.1 :c.ent·imeters/year 
f·B··· 7. ·in;ch:e:s/.:year) for the Rockaway Riv.e:r. bas·in wa.s e$:t.iJn~t.ed 
::f.r-'C>In t;;·hi·s: lfl85 budget and proved to b.e: :a .::te·a.s:onab.le ·:r.~ch.2i'r.ge .. 
va.1:ue when $imulated by the model. 
7.0 MODEL ORGANIZATION 
The computer modeling was accomplished using A 
Modular Three-Dimensional Finite-Difference Ground-water 
Flow Model (Modflow) written by Michael G. McDonald and 
Arlen w. Harbaugh (1984). Modflow is capabl.e of simulat·ing· 
groundwater flow in three dimensions. A block-centered 
·finite-difference method is used to solve the system of 
simu.ltaneous linear algebraic difference equations that are 
used to describe the head distribution within a particular 
system. This approach allows.:>'an approximate numerical 
solution to the partial ·differential equation that describe,·s; 
the three-dimensional m.ovement of groundwater through po.rou·s 
materials.· 
'7~1 Discretization Convention 
Prior to model simulations the aquifer system ne.eds t·o 
'be di.scretized in.t:o j_ndividual blocks or cells. This: .i:s 
.a.c.complished by designing a grid which optimally divi:de·s ,:the 
horizontal project·ion of the study area into separat~ ~9t,Js;. 
a.itd. co;lumns. Both the design and the orien ation o·f the. 
grid ·w.i th respect to the physical system s oulcl b·e sUoh t:ha.·t: 
I 
,' 
i·t accurately and effi.ciently represents the g·e,o:log.y and 
hydraulics of the area to be modeled. Vertical 
' 
\ 
discretization of the study\,area is accomplished by 
I 
4elineating the hydrogeological system into discrete layers 
. . \. 
wb.ich may be modeled as aquifers, aquicludes, or aquitards. 
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V~ry often confining units need not be modeled, although the 
~ffects of a confining layer may be simulated. A 
·discretization scheme that is adaptable to both a cartesian 
-c:oordinate system (x,y,z) and to normal computer ~rray 
convention (i,j,k) is used in Modflow. With this 
convention, any point in the system is assigned to a 
particular node or cell. A node is easily located by 
.Jreferring to its i, j, k coor.dinates or by its row, column, 
and layer. A node or a c:ell represents a three-dimensional 
piece of the actual aquifer. Each node is modeled as either 
:a :c·onstant he~q. cell, a no-flow cell, or a variable head 
ce1·1... rt· is important to note t:hat. th_e hydraulic ·p·r.ope.rtie_s: 
.a:ssign·eci t·o a particular cell in th.e- model 'c\re. t·r_eatec;l py 
Modflo.w as an average of the range of properties that 
.c:onunonly exist in ttlat simulated portion of an aquifer. 
~ 
:'therefore, during mode'.1 computations the initial hydraulic 
:parameters assigned to the cell are t:-.ons·tant ·throughout trre. 
-¢ell and the resultant calcu.la_ted head is al.so' ,an ·avera_ge 
r:epresentation for the act-u.a:1 distribution of heads that- may 
~xi~t in the c~ll. The impo~tartce of designing a grid 
(::as·signment of rows, c:o,lumns, and layers) that most 
a·ccurately dep .. i_cts the geology and hydrolog.y of a. ~ystem 
cannot be overemphasized. Effort and success in this area 
bptimizes the practicality, efficiency, and accuracy of the 
model. 
., 
I 
. I 
i 
i 
. 
1.2 Modflow's Package Concept 
Modflow is organized into discrete Packages. Each 
Package is implemented to help simulate a specific part of 
the system to be modeled. The Basic (BAS) Package and. the 
- - . 
Block-Centered Flow cett) P~ckage are the essential ~ackages· 
of Modflow. l:n the BAS package the following information is 
specified: grid dimensions, number of active layers, number 
o .. t time steps, and the length of the stress period for each 
s:im:ulation.. .It is also the package ·in which starting heads 
.for e·ach time step and for each layer ,are specified. 
arrays that denote whether a cell is to be modeled as· 'a no·--· 
flow node or a c.onstant head no.de or a node whose hea.d . . . . . 
var-ies with t.ime are specified: in the BAS packag~ fcrr each, 
act,ive l.ayer. These data sets act as the fundam.ent.al. 
·fr.amewo,rk. which identifies the uniqu-ene:ss·, o:f: :each ,inode'l .• 
:H·ow e:ach· ·mode·led layer is to be simul;ited is stat-:e·d. :p.y: 
t'he user in the BCF Package. Layers can. be m:odele·a as 
' . 
confined, 1.1nconfined, or convertible betwe~?'"t .confined and· 
unconfined. Arrays depicting the hyd~aUli~ conductivity 
(for unconfined layers) or the transmissivj .. ty (for confine·d 
layers) are ne,cess.ary :input into t~_e BCF package. The · 
bottom elevations ~of· simulated unconfined aquifers and the 
vertical conductance between layers other than the very 
bottom layer are also specified here. Calculation of the 
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conductance components of the finite-difference equation and 
of the terms used to designate the flux of water from 
storage (if it is a transient simulation) are handled in the 
BCF Package. This information allows the volume and the 
rate of water flowing between adjacent cells to be computed~ 
Most of the other packages included in_Modflow are 
employed whe.n additional external stresses need to be 
simulated. These include a River Package, a Recharge 
Package, a Well Package, a Drain Package, and a 
Evapotrans·piration Package. Each package o.ffers numerous 
options whQSe: functions are tb ~ake the simulation 
repre~ent:ativ·~- of the co·nd.itions that actually exist in the 
~:~i_f.er $:Y:Stelll._ Of1.:._entimes, lakes are modeled i-n the River 
:J?etc:kage, mostly because this allows the surf-ace water body· 
to be more realistically simulated. All Packages, except 
Evapotranspiration_, were us·ed at some stage throughout ·th.e 
:cievelopment of the Ro .. ck.awa_y Val.ley model. Also, two 
'dif-,fererit iterat_ive te·ch,ni.ques, the strongly I-mplicit 
J?ro..c:ecl.ure ,and ·t:he s.iic·e-:s.ucc.ess·ive overrelaxation method ar.e· 
a-v-a_ilabl:~ t,,- th_·e u-se_·r. The strongly Implicit Procedure wa$ 
use·d: -a-s the ·iterative method for solving the linear 
' ~-
e:qua·tion·s -which describe the flow system. 
! ' 
I 
::8. 0 Goals and Guidelines of the Model Calibration Phase 
The primary goal of the modeling phase was to 
adequately discretize the aquifer system and to obtain 
reasonable values for the various aquifer parameters. The 
geology·of the study area is ·complex and the delineation of 
/ 
the deposits into stratigraphic units does not coincide 
exactly with the implied existence of hydrostratigraphic 
units. Therefore, before attempts at fine tuning the model 
:can be made it is the author's conviction that it is first 
:necessary to discretize the multi-aquifer system such that 
both the geology and hydrology of the study area are 
accurately represented. Also, the many remaining unknowns 
as·s.·ooiated .. with the necessarily thorough description of the 
physical properties of the various units greatly hinders the 
attempt to achieve a unique solution (or an accurate and 
·realistic model) of the hydrogeological regime. 
Manipulatio.n· of the various parameters may result in 
matchi·ng ,observed water levels with calculated water levels 
...,, 
an.d may r.esult in achieving identical fluxes in river flow 
for both observed and calculated situations but during the 
;process one may inadvertantly create a model that in other 
·respects has little resemblance to the real system. Hence, 
it is crucial to maintain controls on those parameters that 
are known with certainty and to set limits for those 
parameters that are inferred. 
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Assumptions which had an effect on the direction of the 
modeling phase should also be noted. In particular, during 
model simulations it was assumed that the underlying bedrock 
is impermeable and has no impact on the hydrogeological 
system of the valley fill materials. When a detailed water 
budget is calculated for the area then the validity of this 
---- --- - -- -·: ···- .,--,,..-
and other assumptions can be assessed. 
The following list itemizes those principles that were 
a.:<:ib.e·red to during the tri.a.l. and error calibration of the 
1· 
1: 
1... All model runs were conducted under steady-state 
c·ondi tions. 
2. The aquifer system was modeie·d as heterogeneous ,and 
ltorizontally isotropic ( hydraulic conductivity -i.·n 
-t·he :row >d-irection equals the hydraulic condu·ctivi-ty 
·in: t.he, column direction. 
3 •: The· st··a:rting head elevations u:s_·e.d. ·to initialize the. 
:st.e·a~y~state configuration of head$ for the 
'computer model adequately represented the hea.d. 
distribution existing in the study area. 
.. 
·g .•. Q GRID SELECTION 
A series of grids, each one slightly more ·detailed than 
i•ts predecessor, were used during model simulations. Grid 
design was modified as more field data became ~vailable and 
as more insight into the system was gained from ~he ·p.revi:.ous. 
simulation. 
9 •. l· Grid. On.e 
.. 
··a:nd two layer·s· W~E;; .used a.s the st·artin:g grid. 
. . . 
F 1.g.u.re .1:5 
1·11·ustrates the import·ant a.sp~cts of· the grid, h·owever., i:t 
i:s· not presented in.· its .en:tiret.y. ::E·acli. :ce.·:1.1. was a :s'qu·ar·~, 
wi·th a row and c:o.lumn· lE!ngth of 76.2.'.3 me.t.ers (·~,:·soo feet}: 
an:d .. e:ac·h .:r:epresented o. 57 km2 (O •:.2~ mi:
2:) of the· enti.re: 3:.0 
km2 (. 1· 'l 5 .. I 2 ) t d . .. · : · ..• _. · mi· · s u y area. The. top layer w·a:i; mo.de·le·d ·a·s 
·a.lon_g t1lodel. ·boundaries whe-re -Prec.ambria.n .rock l·ies. cl.ose· the· 
s.urf'g.de ·-to 9:.1 meters (30 feet) in the v-all¢y·.. La·ye:·r 1 was 
.limit·ed. ·to· the valley where stratified drift ·has been mapped 
-on· the surface. Its edges were terminated toward the 
·southwest abutment formed by the Wisc·onsinan Terminal. 
·Moraine and at the northeast edge· of the study are.a wh_ere 
:the river turns sha:rply toward the northeast. The b~ott;on1 
layer was modeled ,as a layer that is partially co·nvert-ib·1e 
between confined and unconfined. Maximum thickness ·existed 
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Figure 15 Preliminary grid design (Gr!d 1), each constant 
ar~a cell represents .57 km of the entire 29.8 
km study area. 
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where the valley opens up in the southwest corner of the 
study area along the limits of the terminal moraine. The 
bottom layer (layer 2) continues down the valley beneath 
layer 1 and terminates in the north-northeastern corner of 
the study area. Layer thickness was based on isopach maps 
constructed by the author with cross sections constructed by 
.Stanford ( 1985}. 
All ac-tive n:odes were- mode:led a-s c:e·11s :whose head may 
va·ry with ··time-_, al though the outermost cells along the edges 
·of the study .area constituted no-flow boundaries. The 
Rockaway .Rive,r·· was modeled through the use of the River 
:P.ackage. .oa.ta .needed for the simulation of the river 
:in.c:lude:d r·iver-· ·h·ead elevations, values for the conductance 
of the :r-ive·rbed material, and the bottom elevation of the 
r,iv.er -bed·. The data ·fnput was organized by se"J~ .. ec·t.ing those 
.no·des. wh.ose area :encompassed: a segment of the _r.iver and theni 
averaging· t-he riv-er h¢~d -and river bottom el¢va·tion valu.es 
for each c>-.f.· th·¢ c¢'J.:l,s... Conductance wa.s·: calculated .. 
separa.t¢:ly for ~a.c::b c,-f the eleven river :reaches beca·use this 
v.a1·ue i·s ·a :fu·n_ct.ion of the percentage of the rive,r ·that lies 
w·ith:in the cell. Field measurements, of ri-ver heads we,re not 
a·vaila.ble and thus these values were obtained from a 
. 
topographic map. The effects of pumping wells on the 
stream-aquifer system were a:lso .modeled, although pumping 
schedules for :the day the USGS conducted seepage runs had 
.not y.et bee·ri: ·obtained. The pumping rates of wells modeled 
,' 
during this phase were therefore estimated from previ:d'US· 
data. An initial estimate of a combined loss of 
approximately 5 cfs from both layers, at the Boonton well 
"J 
.field, was used during simulations with grid number one. 
This estimate was deri.ved. by recognizing. that the Boopton 
well field lies within the only losing reach of the river in 
-the· study area. It was originally assumed, therefore, that 
the ·1.os:s- of ,..rater from the river to the underlying aquifer · 
$·ystem was due to pumpage at the well field. However, 
review of pumping schedules indicates that the loss of 0.14 
:m3:/:? (5 ft:3 /.s) o.ver the length of· this- re·ach cannot possibly 
be accounted for by withdrawal at: th.e· well field. No other 
pumping wells were simulated while. using the discretization 
convention of grid one. 
Hydra·ulic :conductivity values ·.o·f ·the unconfined aquifer 
use~::l in mo.del simulations were obtained· by superposing the 
gr·iq. over the previo~.:"s·1y: constructed ·hy.dra.ulic conductivity 
.. 
. con.tour map and calcttlating the weighted av~r.age of the 
'hydraulic conductivity values whi.ch fal=l within e-ac~ .ce-11. 
Transmissivity values of the basal. aquifer and the ·sa·turated 
thickness of the water table aquifer used during mocl~-1 
calibration were determined by the same technique: __ .. 
9.1.1 Results of Simulations Using Grid One 
Preliminary model runs indicated that the boundaries 
chosen for the model corresponded well with the natural 
• 
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drainage patterns. The orientation of the grid, with a 
sequence of cells falling in series up the valley proved to 
be the most optimal grid arrangement. This particular 
configuration also permitted another series of cells to fall 
along the trend of the main buried valley of the ancestral 
Rockaway River where maximum ~position occurred. One 
:particularly noteworthy response of the model indicated the 
:necessity to modify subsequent models. Problems with the 
donvention of assigning no-flow boundaries to the entire 
system occurs. w-hen a modeled. boundary -of: a study area does· 
not correspond to drainage divide but adtttally intersects a 
suspected regi_onal groundwater flow path where water is 
-moving out p:f: the local syst.em. Extremely high_. heads- ·were 
·c·alcul.ated: ·:by the model for -t-hos·e computationa·1 :n·odes in 
··close proxiinity t:o t·he synthetic no-flow boundary. For 
example, in the south-southeast corne:r o.f· the study area,. 
head differentials are forcing groun~~ater to move at a 
r·erlatively high velocity from the northwest edge of the a·r_e.·a 
to the sc>utheast edge. However, this flux of water out of. 
the study area is difficult to simulate because of the 
barrier to flow imposed by the arbitrary assignment of no-
flow to model boundaries. Two different solutions to this 
problem were possible.· one solution would have been to. 
i·ncrease the edge of the study area (the proposed extension 
applies only to this troublesome region) until it coincid.-ed 
with the natural drainage divide. This approach was ruled 
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out because it would have made the study area much larger 
' 
than would have been practical or manageable. A second 
approach involving the installation of "drains" into the 
model by means of the Drain Package was tested as a possible 
solution. Three drains, arranged in series along three 
... 
-
.. 
cells, were used to simulate the flow of water out of the 
confines of the study area. Adjustments to drain elevations 
were necessary before the proper flux of water from the 
study area wae. s·imulated. With the drains installed, heads 
along this ·bott.nci.'ary no longer achieved unreasonably high 
·val·ues. 
-~· Comparis·on of observed heads to calculated heads 
.indicated that the values used in the hydraulic conductivity 
matrix and in the vertical conductivity matrix were of the 
bdrrect order of magnitude. River fluxes along the 
respective reache·s were compared. to river fluxes observed 
from field measurements. The initial values used to depict, 
tJie riverbed conductance were decreased by an o=r.der of, 
mag.n,·itude before :calculated river fluxes matched observed 
river fluxe$.. ~ft.er the initial assumptions o·f the assorted 
aquifer paramet¢rs were tested grid one became of minimal 
use. It became =apparent, as m.ore field data became 
available, that the grid should be redesigned so that it 
could accommodate more detail and would more realistically 
account for the complicated geology. 
.. 
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9.2 Grid Two 
The design of grid two was based on the insight gained 
_f':rom model runs using grid one. In order to properly model 
the· geomet.ry and the variable thickness of the 
:~ydrogeological units a variable width grid was introduced. 
:By reducing the areal coverage that each cell represented, 
f·~wer generalizations and more detail became encompassed in 
·the model. Also, higher resolution of the aquifer-stream 
system could be attained. The design of grid two was a 
multi-stage procedure (Figure 1 .. 6-}. Initially, g;ri:d two. ·was 
set up in an array of e:1.ghteen- r.ows, e-i-ght.ee:n co:lullln$._, a.nd 
only one layer. This i:SO.l.at.ed the unconfined aquifer and 
enabled one to more: effectively discern the impact of the 
river package on the mod·e·1.... Simulating the stream-aquifer 
system proved to be the mos·t ·e=fficient means of determining· 
1-.ocal variations in hyd.r~tulic conducti·vity in the unconfined 
aquifer. Once this goal was accomplished within reasonable 
limits, the second and third layers were added to the 
system. The addition of a third layer to the model was the 
result of the subdivision of the basal aquifer modeled with 
.g-t:"id 1. A more detailed discussion of the results obtained 
·modeling with one layer versus three layers is presented in 
the following section. With the configuration shown in 
Figure 16, the impact of local variations in the stream-
aquifer system was n:iore prqnounced and more clearly defined. 
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Figure 16 Grid configuration of variable width grid 2 
showing location of pumping wells, constant head 
nodes and drains. 
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The top layer was modeled as unconfined and received 
constant areal recharge along all cells modeled as variable 
head. The average thickness of the uppermost layer was 
changed from 7.6 meters (25 feet) to abou~ 12.1 meters (40 
feet). The second and third layers were modeled as 
confined. Additional data, including seismic and pump test 
results prompted these adjustments to the original mode·1. 
The number of cells containing river reaches was increased 
to forty-five. By the time the grid two model was being 
developed, pumping schedules had been obtained from the 
various water authorities and incorporated into: ·the model. 
This additional information allowed an assessment to be made 
of the possible influences the pumping wells might be hav:it1g: 
on the multi-aquifer system. Five wells were used to 
s;·fmulate the withdrawal of groundwater from the various 
l.ayers. The location of the pumping wells and the la.yer 
from which each well is withdrawing water is shown in Figur¢ 
'16. As was the case with grid one, drains were used to 
'· offset the effects that no-flow cells have on the heads 
calculated by the model in cells adjacent to regions which 
are actually part of the regional flow system where water is 
transported away from the local system. Lakes were modeled 
't 
as constant head nodes, although during the final phase of 
model calibration they were modeled as 'river' reaches. T~e 
River Package allows a more realistic simulation of the 
hydraulics existing between surface water bodies and the 
underlying aquifer. Additional constant head nodes were 
used at selected locations along the surface drainage divid~ 
and proved essential to maintaining saturated thickness 
along active nodes in close proximity to the bedrock ridges. 
" 
':·9_ .• -2'..:1 -Results of Simulat·ion Using Grid TWo 
The trial and error calibration of the hydrogeological 
Jt1ode·l using grid two was particularly successful along 
r.ea.ches of the val:ley fill aquifers which unde~]_.ie tll.e 
present vall·-~y oc:c.1.1pied by the Rockaw.ay R·iver-. CQinp-~:ris·on 
of the net riv·er leakage obtained from :f:·ield obs·e,rvat·i.o-h 
with the net river leakage calculate'd :.by the model. :in·dicates 
that a reasonable representation of the aquifer· _parameters 
exis-ting' in the valley fill aquifers was being simu:lated via 
the :.c.omputer model. However, this applies only to certain 
segments .:of the river vall.ey and only to the upper, 
unconfi-ne,d aquifer. 
The addition of two more layers= ·t.o the .~ya·rogeological 
model did not significantly alter the head distribution map 
of the uppermost unconfined aquifer. Maximum head 
differences between the one layer and the three layer mode-.-1 
-wefr·e about 1. 5 meters ( 5 foot) but in general the head. 
difference fell within a 0.61 meter (2 f,oot) range. This 
observation has various possible implications. First, it 
could be that the values used for the vertical conductance 
maps, which represent the relative ease water may pass 
·ti 
S ·o.· . . ,· . 
between layers one and two and between layers two and three, 
were in error. If the values chosen for the Veen arrays 
represented much greater confining or even impermeable 
conditions than those that actually exists in the aquifer 
system, then little or no hydraulic connection between the 
layers would be modeled. This situation (relatively 
impermeable conf.ining uni ts) is not predicted ·by the results 
of the pump test data. Therefore, it is unlikely ·t·ha·:t there 
·would b·e little or· no leakage between the two layers. 
:J?os:si-b.ly the amount of vertical leakage from one layer to.: 
. . 
a:nother is:· a·e_p_endent upon t·he preci.se location examine·a in 
the ge.0·1.og;ic:al.ly complex. system. Because of the n_ature ·of· 
depositional pro·cesses i.1,; glacial systems, it i-~ h_ig~:iy 
probable that layers acting as ·confining units thin, 
thicken, or pinch out 'and ge·nera.-1.ly do not forr.n conti:nµou:s.: 
_1:a_ye·rs ·throughout -th-e. s::ystem. There·-fo.,re, a v·art.a_b'le 
ve:r.-t:i:c,al a:on·ductivity map was deve:--1:oped f·or t·he model. 
. . . 
:Mod.fl-ow of.fe.rs several methods that· can :be used to ca,lcul~t-~. 
the vert·i-cai conductance.. ,T.he choice as to -wh·ich app.roach 
appeared .. opt±m.a-l was :.ba.s:eca. on the geologic.al cortdi·tio-ns o··f 
the .a·rea. I·n this case, it was assumed ·th,at the .an1ou-nt an:d 
rctte of water flowing vertically in the Eot:k.away· Valley·· 
multi-aquifer system is dictated primarily by the thickness 
and vertical conductivity of the semi-confining to :confining 
units. It is assumed that there is a significant difference 
in the hydraµlic conductivities of the "aquifers•• ~1:nd 
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"aguitards". Therefore, the calculation of vertical 
conductance is given by estimates of the vertical hydraulic 
conductivity of the confining unit divided by the thickness 
of the confining unit.. .:Because the shape of the confining 
units or clay beds ar~ highly variable this value fluctuates 
considerably throtfg):)out the study·· area. More field s-tudy 
that gathers dat• on the head distribution in each of the 
layers is needed to establish whether or not there is, an 
intimate hydr·aulic connection between the various 1.-aye·r·s.: 
Also, a thor-oughly planne~ pump test, complete with 
st·-rategicall}' ·1ocated observation wells, would indicate 
whet.he·r ·or not leaky confining conditions exis-t·. 
:The most vexi·ng· :p1:-oblem encountered with both the grids 
·and: th·e· models w~.$ t·he.·: ·tendency for many of the nodes along 
th'.e·: s'teeper valley ·walls to dry ·up during t.ne. .f·irs-t. 
1·t;era·tion of a simulation. The:·se cells r~pres·ent the 
unconfined aquifer as it occur·s: at the bou:ndary between 
bed-rock ridges forming the topographic highs·. and the valle.y 
:fl--o.o-r·s underlain: by ·unconsolidated material·s .. . i . An exces.sive 
.. drop .i·n. hydra.ulic -head from adjacent nod-es, which li·e,: in a 
perpendicular er.ass section to the lon·g axis of the valle_.y .. , 
was identified as the cause of the problem. In some 
instances, the difference in driving head f_rom one node to . 
the next was as much as 30.5 meters (100 feet):. ·1·t- appe·ars 
\ 
that for relatively shallow aquifers, the model cannot 
support such a drastic change in head between adjacent 
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:cells. It is possible that in the Rockaway Valley aquifer 
-system these problematic areas in the water table aquifer 
are not saturated enough to provide a significant 
-contribution to the groundwater syst~m. If this is the case 
perhaps the nodes. representing these areas should be 
inactivated. However, a straightforward answer to this 
problem is thwarted by a lack of data in critical areas. Tb 
date, measurements of the water levels in the aquifer along 
the transition. zone from the saturated valley fill mater·ial.s 
to the ~are bedrock ridges are sparse. Because of this dat~ 
.. ge .. fi·ciency, the init-ial heads in the water tabl·e aquifer 
whe:re field data does not exist were established according 
to.- surface elevations. This assignment of heads is based on, 
' ' ·. --
- - - . . 
-
-- -- ' 
- - . --·- - . -_ -· . the pr1nc1.pl'e that water tab:Ie. elevations commonl_y n11.m1.c: t·he· .. 
topography. The drying up Cl:f· ce·l_ls along these boundar.i.e.s 
implies that either the assumption above is in e-rror o·-r ·the 
u:nc·o-n··solidated sediments near topographic h_igh.s are not 
ful.ly- .s·at.u:rated. In order to identify th$ cause for many of· 
th.ese: :eel.ls drying out it was necessary t-o red·esign the grid 
.s.-·o tha·t la·:rge changes in head between cells adjacent cells 
wolfl:d _b:e avoided. The use of a finer grid eliminates the 
possibility that the computer model might not be able to 
handle such a-n excessive plummeting of heads between 
-adj a cent cells. 
l 
' 
.. 
·9·. 3 Fi·n·al -Grid Selection 
9. 3.-.• 1 Grid Dimensions and Packages I_mplemented 
The final· grid consisted of 49 rows, 28 columns, and 
two layers. d Tpe grid orientation and dimensions of the rows 
·and columns are shown in Figure 17. The finer grid mesh 
·a.:1··1ows smoother transitions from highs along the bedrock 
:t:,iqges of 213 ·m.et¢rs (700 feet) to valley lows of 149 meters 
(·4·90 feet). It can· also better accomodate the ya·r·i·ability 
_of the hydrogeologica_l system and allows the s-yf;te:rn. to be 
:111ore accurately sim·u1ated by the model. one hundred and 
twelve rive-r rea.ches were us.ed to 1n-ociel the interaction: 
:bet.ween the river and th~ ,aquifer system and between ·the 
11-umer·ous lakes and the. .unde·r.1.y·ing aquifer. sixteen dt-a.i.n 
·ce·l.ls w~re incorporated into the model and served as a. 
:conduit for· fl_:ow out of the system at the southeast corner· 
o·f ·th.e study area. Four pumping wells are us.ed to :simu·1ate· 
·the. e··f.f.ect:s. of public water dema·nds. dl1: tt1e ·aquifer system. 
one we,11 is wi·thdrawing groundwater from the water table 
aquifer, t-he r.est are tapping the lower aquifer for water. 
Location of the 66 cells with river reaches, the 46 cellS 
with l~kes, the 16 cells with drains, and the four nodes 
with :pumping wells are shown in Figure 17. Figure 17 a.l.so 
show.s· the: assignment of constant head, computational, and 
.no-·flow ·nodes for the to1:> modeled layer. The location and 
amou,nt .of constant head cells employed were determined from. 
the. mod-els response to many different combinations. 
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Figure 17 Final grid design consisting of 28 columns, 
40 rows, and 2 aquifers n,odeled. Location of 
constant head nodes, pumping wells, and drains 
are shown. 
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the final selection of constant head nodes was based on th~ 
- ~ ' 
applicability of the calculated water budget data, the 
volume of streamflow calculated for each river cell, and the 
amount of water introduced into the system through these 
:c_onstant head cells to actual field observations and 
'Conditions .• : 
9: .• -:3 .-2: Verti:cal. o·iscretization 
• 
The top layer j_s modsl-ed as an unconf·i·ned ·aquifer witb 
a river penetrating int·o its ·surface. S·uch a configuration 
implies that stresses imposed on "'che aguife·r wi:11 influence 
the behavior of the river, and vice versa. 
The underlying hydrogeolo,±c~l units are grouped 
·together and modeled as one confined layer. Considering ·th:e· 
data base, it was decid~d that this approach was the most 
. 
efficient :and practical decision at this time. The la:ck :o.f 
:data with which the poss.i.ble occurrence of vertical 
' ' gradients cciuld be located, the gaps in head data, for the 
underlying units, and the limited number of known. aquifer 
parameters precludes a more detailed simulation of the 
' 
underlyirtg System. Therefore, all data believed to 
represent h·ydrogeological conditions of the water prod.uc·:ing: 
units below the water table aquifer were compiled into one 
underlying layer. Until more data become avaliable, there 
is little justification for a more refined model. 
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10., o.: r·INAL SELECTION OF AQUIFER PARAMETERS 
A brief synopsis of how the aquifer parameters were 
chosen and the values of these parameters that produced the 
most accurate representation of the real system is presented 
in the following subsections. 
10. ·1 Saturated Thickness of the Water Table Aquifer 
Thickness of the unconfined aquifer ranged from 1.5 
meters ( 5 feet) to ·1.4 ineters ( 45 feet) . However, most .o·f· 
the valle,y-fill unconf.ined aquifer system is believed. to· be 
,about 35 feet thick. The isopach map of the water tabla 
aquifer prov.ided the basis fo.r selection of aquifer 
thicknes.s.. tittle modifi·cat-i:on to this parameter was 
,n-ec.Eass_ary o·r .J,:tls·t.ified during model runs except where dat:a. 
·gaps existed. ·Problem areas were limited mainly to 
.computational nodes proximal to topographic highs. A ·thr-ee·,~ 
dimensional representation of the bottom elevation -0f' the 
W'a-ter table aquifer is given in Figure 18 .•:: 
1:0:.:2· 'Hydraill-ic conductivity of the Water Table Aquifer 
-BeoaJ.1·$·e. very few field measurements of this parameter 
exi::st., a trial and error approach was used to determine 
r.epresentative hydraulic c·onductivity values for the 
unconfined aquifer. A~lso, difficulty in assigning 
representative hydraulic conductivities was encountered 
because of the complex network of variable sediments presen·t. 
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Figure 18 A three-dimensional representation of the bottom 
elevation of the water table aquifer. The grid 
inset provides a frame of reference. 
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in this unit. An illustration of the three dimensional 
distribution of hydraulic conductivity values finally chosen 
for this model is shown in Figure 19. 
The final selection of hydraulic conductivity values 
·f-or layer 1 was made on the basis of two separate lines of 
evidence. For those cells located. in the immediate 
of the- ~iver and for those celis containing reaches 
. . ,· .. 
v1c1-n1ty 
of the) 
:tive·r the determination of hydraulic conductivity values was 
based on the ability of the model to simulate the river 
leakage 't'hat was observed in the field. Trial and error 
runs indicated that the net flux of water· :to and from ·the 
a':quifer a·.nd stream is predominantly a function ot ~-Yd~~,u).__:i.c: 
c.onduct·ivi ty. This observation is to be expec..te·d 
c·onsidering the major r.ole c911dt1-ctarlce _p.-lays in t-he 
g·roundwater flow equation. 
Tha. other :method used to :select possible hydraulic 
,., 
co:riq.t1ctivity values involves analysis of water budgets:. 
Co.:mp·arison of water budgets calculated from .m·od~l run·s u.s-ing· 
te:n·tati ve hydraulic conductivities to those estimated from 
f·ield observations proved to be a useful criterion on which 
to eliminate values that produced unreasonable results. 
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Figure 19 A three-dimensional representation of the 
hydraulic conductivity of the water table 
aquifer. The grid inset provides a frame of 
reference. 
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The assignment of incorrect hydraulic conductivity values 
was particularly noticeable at certain constant head nodes. 
The exorbitant flux of water into the system, generated at 
that node, clearly indicated that the~hydraulic conductivity 
assigned to that node, and possibly to adjacent nodes, was 
much too high. Adjustments were incorporated into the model 
based on these observations. 
10.3 Vertical Conductance Map 
·c·.alculation o·f the vertical conductance (Vc·o:n.}, 
,¢:Oll1.P'Pnent used to describe the flux of water to- c:and f::r.om:· 
vert.ically adjacent cells was partially based o:n :hor:i:z·ont,al 
conductivity values pertaining to the less permeab.l.e: 
'confining units' that were determined in previous 
-hydrogeo.logical investigations conduct-.ed in similar' 
:geologica.l .environments in the same general area. I.n 
addition, calculatj._oris o-f· Vcqn were based on the ·thickne··ss 
of the confining unit as it is depicted in tba: cross 
:?ect:L-ons and isopach maps, and from publishe·d ratio.s o:£; 
11.orizontal to ve.rtical conductance calculateci for sim:f.1:ar 
m-at:erials. C:ainbination of these data enabled an a Veen map 
to b.e :constructed based on an educated calculation of the 
,.Vtton values. Adjustments were made to the original values 
.as .. simulati.on runs indicated modifications were necessary. 
A three-dimensional map of the final Veen array used during 
model calibration is shown in Figure 20. 
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:f:.:i-gur·e· ·20 A three-dimensional ·representation of the 
vertical conductivity between layer 1 and 
layer 2. The grid inset provides a frame of 
reference • 
g. '2 '.: .:: 
' .. 
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.1.0·.4 Transmissivity of the Confined Aquifer 
Construction of a transmissivity map for the bottom 
layer was based on extrapolation of scanty' field data and 
application of numerous assumptions, namely those implicit 
in the conclusion that the transmissivity values calculated 
by the modified Theis equat:ions (equation 1 from Section 
5 • 1) are a ppl icabl e t .. o: the study area. There are many 
combinations·: o·f th-ickness and. hydraulic conductivity values. 
that could. be .used to determine the distribution of this 
J?arameter. For the most part, the isopach map of the total 
unco.nsoli.da·ted sed:.:tments (Figure 9) and the contoured map: .-of· 
·tr~··nsniissivities (Figure 10) calculated using the The.i:s 
:sol,t.ttion were us:ed as guidelines. Because there w.ere .ma.n·y 
Unknowns assoc-i-ate:d with this parametei:· it was impor·tant t·.o 
f:.irst. achieve :reasonable simulations by varying the .. o.rd·e·r :of·., 
·the .lower :layer ~,ith water l·eve·l elevations cal.:e:u.l:ated ·:by 
·tp:e model allowed: the ,constru.ction of a mor.e clearly defined. 
t.r.ansmis$·i.v_i.ty· map<.· once tat:r·l.Y goqci results were obt·a.ine·d 
th$.n a fin~ tu.n..inst o!,, tbe ltlap· became justified. 
A 1::hr:ee-·dimens-iona1 illustration of the fin.al 
t·r·a-n.s-mis·s.ivity' map -se.lected for model calibration is ,sht,w:n 
• • •• i:n Fi:gure.; .2.1 • 
. I. 
• •- ~ --~- ............ # --·-,-- I l't 
:Fi-gure 21 A three-dimensional representation of the 
transmissivity of the lower aquifer. The grid 
inset provides a frame of reference. 
··g· ·4·. 
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11.0 ANALYSIS OF MODEL CALIBRATION 
Trial and error adjustments of aquifer parameters was 
the only practical way to approach the calibration of the 
model. Furthermore, because little field data exists fo:r 
this particular study and because the steady-state 
configuration. :Of starting heads is uncertain, many unknowns 
exist and .a u.nique solution seems unlikely. However, 
calibrati.on of the model based on adjusting aquifer 
·parameters within reasonable limit·s and then comparing the: 
steady-state solution of the c·a1c:u1ated stream flux between 
/ 
reaches to the flux actua:lly· ob;Se.rved proved to be 
s·uccessful in constraining the numerous combinations of 
:a.qu.ifer parameters. Therefore, initial efforts to refine 
tne 111odel were focused on matching observed river fluxes 
:obt.·.ain:ed. duri-ng base flow co·nditions with the river fluxe·s. 
·ca.lculated by the model. Future ·efforts can then be f ocu.s·ed 
.on matching observed water level elevations with those 
predicted by the model. Adjustments of vertical 
conductivity and· possibly transmissivity of the bottom l·ayer 
to obtain good matches between calculated and observed l"l.eads 
sho.uld be the next step in subsequent calibration. 
In this study c~libration of the model. was term1.nated 
after reasonable values of river fluxes were obtained by the 
model. During this phase calculated head elevations were 
comparable to observed elevations in only a few cells. 
Continued calibration may have resulted in a much better 
' 
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match of head elevations but it is the author's opinion that 
such attempts are futile until more data become available 
and until the existing data base is shown to be reliable. 
11. 1 Calibration Based on Comparison of R·i:ver Leakage 
Evaluation of model calibration using streamflow 
leakage could ·only be done for river reaches 3, 4, and 5 
(See Figure 2·2). The discrepancy between the _n~t 1eakage 
observed for t-h.e 1985 and the 19s:4_ streamflow d:ata fo.r :re:ach 
. . . . ' . . ·~· ;, 
_2 (both ~la.ta set.s wer·e ·obtained during baseflow conditio_ns)· 
is too great and ·p-re··cl.ud_es attempts at calibration of thi.s 
region of the study area based on net river leakage .. 
Therefore, primary efforts were -focuse:d: on calibrati-an: .of' 
the model in the region from the tributary valley fill. 
aquifer to the poi_nt. where the river intersects ·the Ram·apo. 
Fault. Tabl_e 10 1-ist·s the data input used to simulate the-
river reache,s- i,n the- -xnod.e:l. 
_:f:or e-a'ch nod·:e t·hat contains a river reach. These fluxes 
.were determine·d using the aquifer parameters as outlined it1: 
·t·he last few se:ctions. Itemization of the leakage for -each 
:tio·de was don:e: t·o -show that reasonable fluxes of wate:r· were 
calc-ulated for each cell and to prove that the ·net 
cal-c-ulated seepages for a reach were not based on the 
,s-ummation of unrealist·ic values. 
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Figure 22 Location of river reaches in the study area and 
corresponding stream gaging stations for 
September 1985 data. 
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Table 10 Data set used to simulate effects of the river 
Layer,Row,Column Stage Conductance 
1,26,19 508. 1.30 
1,25,19 508. 2.40 
1,30,1 517. 0.40 
1,29,2 516. 0.40 
1,28,3 515. 0.40 
1,27,4 514. 0.40 
1,26,5 5.13. 0.40 
1,25,5 ·s.12 •. 0.40 
1,24,6 ·511. 0.40 
1,25,27 '5.1·0 •. 0.30 
1,26,7 509. 0.40 
1,26,8 50.8 .• 0.40 
1,i6,9 507. 0.30 
.1,27, 10 506. 0.30 
1_,27, 11 506. 0.30 
1., 27, 1·2 506. 0.20 
·1 .. , 27, 1·3 505. 0.20 
1,27,14 505. 0.20 
1:, 27, 15 :s··os. 0.10 
1.,.27,16 :505. 0.10 
·l., 26 ,·16 504. 0.10 
1,2s.,·16 504. 0.10 
1,24,16 504. Q .... 10 
·1,23,16 503. 0.10 
·1,22,16 503. 0.10 
1,21,15 502. 0.10 
1,20,14 501. 0.10 
1,19,13 500. 0.10 
1,18,12 498. 0.10 
1,18,11 497. 0.10 
1,17,10 496. 0.10 
1,16,10 495. 0.10 
1,15,10 494. 0.10 
1,14,10 493. 0.10 
1,13,10 492. 0.10 
1,13,11 491. 0.10 
1,12,11 490 0.10 
1,11,11 489. 0.20 
1,10,11 488. 0.20 
1, 9,11 487. 0.10 
1, 8,11 486. 0.10 
1, 7,10 485. 0.10 
1, 7, 9 484. 0.10 
1, 6, 8 483. 0.10 
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Bottom 
Elevation 
485. 
485. 
512. 
511. 
510. 
509. 
508. 
507. 
506. 
505. 
504. 
503. 
502. 
501. 
501. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
499. 
499. 
499. 
498. 
497. 
496. 
495. 
495. 
494. 
493. 
492. 
491. 
490. 
489. 
488. 
487. 
486. 
485. 
484. 
483. 
482. 
481. 
480. 
479. 
478. 
River 
Reach 
1 
2 . 
. ' 
·.3 
· .. 
·4, 
5· .. 
,6.: 
·7 
·' 
:8, 
.9· 
1:0. 
:1:1 
12· 
13: 
... 
14 
1.5 
1,6 
17· 
... 
1 .. a· 
19· . . . . 
·2.0: 
2_1-
2.2 
.2.·3 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
3·9 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
Table 10 (continued) 
Layer,Row,Column 
1, 5, 9 
1, 5, 10 
1, 5,11 
1, 5,12 
1, 5,13 
1, 5,14 
1, 5, 15 
1, 6, 16 
1, 5,17 
1, 5,18 
1., 4, 19 
1, 3, 19 
.1, 2, 19 
1, 2,20 
1, 3,20 
.1, 4,21 
:1:, 5, 21 
·1, 5,22 
:1, 5,23 
l, 5,24 
1-_; 6., 25 
1, 6,_ .. 26 
1:i 6, 2·7 
1:, 6,.2·8 
1.; 3 8, 5: 
1,38-, 6 
:1., 39., 5: 
1,:.37, 5 
:1,37, 6 
"136 5 
' ' 
·1,35, 5 
1,34, 5 
1,33, 5 
1,31, 6 
1,32, 6 
1,.33., 6 
1,34, 6 
1,35, 6 
1,34, 4 
1,33, 4 
1,32, 4 
1,20, 3 
1,18, 4 
1,17, 4 
1, 16, 4 
1,15, 4 
1, 14, 4 
Stage 
482. 
481. 
480. 
479. 
478. 
477. 
476. 
475. 
474. 
473. 
472. 
469. 
468. 
464. 
460. 
459. 
457. 
455. 
452. 
450. 
449. 
444. 
439. 
434. 
'515. 
5·15. 
515. 
515. 
515. 
513. 
513 .: 
·5.13 •. 
'5'13·:·• 
,513. 
513. 
5·13. 
513. 
513. 
513. 
513. 
513. 
533. · 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
9.9 
' 
Conductance 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.40 
0.40 
0.40 
0.70 
0.80 
0.80 
0.9-0 
0.80 
0.80 
0.80 
0.90 
0.80 
0.90 
0.80 
7.50 
5.00 
7.50 
2.50 
5.00 
3. 3:0 
·6·. 60 
0.60 
0.60 
2.50 
3.70 
3.70 
3.70 
3.30 
0.30 
2.50 
:Q. 63 
:0. 32 
3.80 
3.80 
4.00 
3.30 
3.30 
Bottom 
477. 
476. 
475. 
474. 
473. 
472. 
471. 
470. 
469. 
468. 
. 
467. 
464. 
463. 
459. 
455. 
454. 
452. 
450. 
447. 
445. 
443. 
437. 
433. 
427. 
495. 
495. 
495. 
495. 
495. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
493. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
River 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50. 
51 
. , .. _ .. 
:5:2, 
5,3 
5.4 
55· 
56 
57· 
:5-s_ 
:~~: 
6:'"t> 
6:_1 
62' 
6··3 
• .. ' 
:6:4 
- . -.. 
6·5: 
• .. · 
6"·6: 
6j 
'68 
6·9 
·1.0 
71 
··72· ·:~ .. , _ .. ~ . 
·7,:3 .. 
. : . 
7:.4 
7::5 
7:·:6. 
7·7· 
78· 
79 
8.:·o: 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
• 
'. 
Table 10 (continued) 
Layer,Row,Column· Stage 
1, 14, 3 
1, 15, 3 
1, 16, 3 
1,17, 3 
1, 18, 3 
1,20, 4 
1, 19, 4 
1:, 14, 5 
1., 13, 5 
1,: 14,, 6 
1:,12 ,. 6: 
1-, 13., 7 
·l,13, 6 
1, 12, 7 
1,26,17 
1,26,18 
1,25,17 
1,25,18 
1,24,18 
1,24,19 
1,27, 1 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
533. 
530. 
530. 
525. 
525. 
525. 
525. 
525. 
509. 
509. 
509 ., 
509. 
509. 
508. 
528. 
Conductance Bottom 
Elevation 
:to.o 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
2.50 
0.30 
2.50 
5.00 
2.50 
4.50 
2.50 
4.00 
2.00 
2.00 
2.50 
'1 •. 30 
·2- •. 3:0 
.. , ·.· . .-
1 .•. J.·O 
2: ·- _2.:0 
1.30 
. ,: .· .. 
o·.9_:o 
. ' . 
:0.10. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
518. 
515. 
515. 
510. 
·50~. 
505. 
505. 
505. 
490. 
490. 
490. 
490. 
490. 
485. 
500. 
River 
Reach 
92 
93 
94 
95. 
~t6: 
:9,7' 
98 
99 
100 
-. 101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
·10s 
109 
ll.O 
111 
l.l.2 
• 
I· 
-~ 
\ 
. Table 11 Calculated River Leakage for each Node Containing 
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:2·6:-
-2_5 
·2·4· . ·,.· . 
. _-; 
.-2·:5 
:2-0 
·16: 
2:6· 
2.::7 
2·7· 
._27 
21· 
:17 
.2:7 
-271 
.2:·6 
·2 . .5 
·2·:4, 
2·_3_, 
:2·--=t 
,4_ 
·'5 
··5 
6 . 
7: 
7· 
a; 
g. 
1.0. 
.11 
i2 
,.13 
.1·4 
·-1·· .. 5.·-: 
. - · .. 
1·6 
1 16 
16 
. '. 
1.6 
16 
161 
21 -1.-5· 
20, i4 
l9 1:3 
18: :1:2 
,1·$. _1·1 
17 i.C) 
16 10 
15 10 
14 lQ: 
13 1-0 
13 1_·1 
1:2 11 
a Segment of the Rockaway River and the Net Flux 
Between the USGS Stream.Gaging Stations as 
Calculated by the Model. Leakage is in cubic feet 
per second. 
•.. 
Cal·culated River 
Leakage 
--+0,. 3.910 X ·io-~l. 
----o:. 3_9:1_·2_· x ·io.~1-
·· -1 
·+·.O·. 6015 X 10 . 
-0.4·-351 X 10-l 
-Q·-. 5799 X 10-l 
~0-.1252 X 10-l 
--0 .1998 X 10-l 
--·:0 .13 79 X 10-l 
+o·. 13 01 X 1·0-l 
--0.3744 X 10-l 
·-0. 7604 X 10-l 
·-Q .1.779 X 10-l 
--0. fi804 X 10-l 
-0.6368 X 10-l 
-0.9442 X 10-l 
-0.3212 X 10-l 
-0.5067 X 10-l 
-0.9294 X 10-l 
:-·O. 8311 X 10-l 
.;..Q. 1021 
-0.5417 X .1:0 
-0 .1592 X·: 1.0--:], 
+o "·1o··s8 .x 10-·1 
·+0. 4502 X 1·0:-_l: 
+o.·1oa4 
+·o .1296 
+0.1384 
+0.1577 
+0.2572 
+,O. 2393 
+0.2534 
+0.4778 
lOl 
Reach 
ID 
1 . 
... . . . 
. . 
Row Column 
11 11 
10 11 
9 11 
8 11 
7 10 
7 9 
6 8 
5 9 
5 10 
5 11 
5 12 
5 13 
5 14 
5 15 
6 16 
5 17 
5 18 
4 19 
3 19 
2 19 
2 20 
3 20 
4 21 
5 21 
5 22 
5 23 
5 24 
6 25 
6 26 
6 27 
6 28 
Table 11 (Continued) 
Calculated River. 
Leakage 
+0.4416 
-0.4035 X 10-1 
+0.2553 
+0.1352 
-0.7876 X 10-2 
+0.5087 X 10-1 
+0.7868 X 10-1 , 
+0.7926 X 10-1 
+0.4619 X 10-1 
+0.2625 X 10-1 
+0.2178 X 10-1 
+0.2601 X 10-1 
+0.3989 X 10-1 
+0.5454 X 10-1 
+0.1807 
+0.7587 X 10-1 
+0.1130 
-0.5588 X 10-1 
+0.4589 X 10-2 
+0.7464 X 10-1 
+0.6329 X 10-1 
+0.1755 
+0.1134 
+0.2089 
+0.9371 
+0.5837 
+0.7186 
+0.1976 
+0.5396 X 10-1 
+0.3027 X 10-1 
+0.1056 
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Reach 
ID 
3 
4 
Net Flux 
• 
+1.9536 
• 
+2.8358 
• 
I 
Excellent matche·s of observed and calculated fluxes for 
-~ z·eaches 3 and 5 were achieved. A gain of 1.75 ft 3/s was 
calculated for reach 3 by the model which is precisely the 
net seepage observed between stations during the September 
1985 seepage runs (see Table 8). A gain of 2.84 ft 3/s was 
·cal.culated for reach 5 which .is i.dentical to field 
-
observations crif September 198c:5.. A gain of 1. 95 ft:3 /s wa·s 
calculated for tl1e middle reach., an absolute. diffe·renc'e:· of 
60 % from the observed leakage. Data collected from the 
t;tlree separat.e: seepage runs (see· Table: 8): indicate that 
.. 
·something odd may b~: occurring, along reac-h 4 .•. This is 
evident mainly by analysis of· the stream discharge da.ta 
( from S·eptember and April 19e,·5) which suggest that t.his 
'e . I 
. I I reach ·i:s losing water to th·e underlying aquifer. However·, 
when· the data .i..·$ viewed in terms of the pos.si·ble ranges in 
) 
e·rro·r a·.ss·ociated with str.eam gaging techniques then only t·h·e 
$,eptembe,-r data falls soley w.i:th;in. values i.ndicative ·o,f· a 
l:o.f:fi.:ng r~ach. The ran_ge a:f values f o.r .possibl·e ne.t s.eepa_g·e. 
:!o·r this reach .. whe·n .. a.n ~rro·r margin of pl-us. or minus 5% for 
ea·ch data colle.c·tit19· :~·it·e 'i:s considered is -o. 028 m3/·s.·. 
(-.1- ft 3/s) to, .--2.::5:5 m3/s (-9.0 ft 3/s) for the September 1985·; 
.dat.a, +0.736 m,3/s (26 ft 3/s) to -0.226 m3/s (-8.Q· f,t 3/·sJ for 
the: Ap·r·i,l j_g:a:.:5 clcrta, and -o. 255 m3 /s (-9. o f·t 3';s) to 
+.:·0 .. :·0,5·7 m3;s (+2 .. 0 ft 3/s). Although the field data 
corresponding to the respective seepage runs were collected 
.d·uring different climatic conditions the net flux observed 
103 
-~ 
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in reach 4· is similar among all three data collection 
episodes. Pumping schedules were not obtained for the 1984 
date and no pumpage took place during the April 1985 seepage 
runs (Harte, personal communications) but it is a safe 
·a-:s.sumption that pumpage at the Boonton ·well did not exceed 
s:eptember 1985 water withdrawals and, more importantly, 
there is- no· way the observed gain can be accounted for by· 
either pump.ing or non-pumping during the .. seepage runs .. 
Moro.ve.r,. the 198:5 high flow seepage data shows a net loss ·of· 
.5-•. 8 -ft_:3"/s ~ This is hardly the expected -·river leakage f·or 
h_i:gh· flow· conditions. Possi.ble explanat_i:ons. for the-se 
t. :,· b t . . . th . t t •· .erra 1:C :o . serva ions are g 1 ven in e nex -• sec ·.1.0:n. 
c·alibration of the model usir1.g onl·y s.treamflow data is 
no·t feasible because it excludes car:e:f_u·1 scrutiny of oth~;r 
sections of the study area and neglaets the interaction ~f 
the bottom layer. Comparison of water levels calculated to 
·wa·ter· levels .o}::)se:rved for both 1-ayers supports the abov·e 
statement (See T·abl·e 12) • over-all, head differen-ce· ·.be.·twe·en 
the data obtained from the model and data. measur ..ed. i_n: the 
field are reasonably similar, partiqular-ly in :th:os:e_· 
monitored wel-ls that are in close proximity to rea._che.s. -3 
.. 
through 5 where prim~ry calibration efforts -were: f·ocuse.d •. 
10:4 :; 
J... .. 
Table 12 Comparison of calculated versus observed water 
levels 
Grid 
Location 
10,12 
10,12 
10,11 
9,12 
10,11 
9,12 
1, 8 
16,11 
27,11 
25,25 
27,22 
Layer 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Observed 
Water Level 
148.8 m 
( 491 ft) 
149.7 m 
(491 ft) 
150.0 m 
( 492 ft) 
149.4 m 
(490 ft) 
148.5 m 
(487 ft) 
149.4 m 
(490 ft) 
150.9 m 
( 495 ft) 
149.1 m 
(489 ft) 
150.3 ~ 
( 493 ft) 
101.5 m 
(333 ft) 
118.9 m 
(390 ft) 
Calculated 
Water Level 
150.6 m 
(494 ft) 
150.0 m 
( 492 ft) 
149.l m 
( 490 ft) 
150.9 m 
(495 ft) 
150.0 tt. 
( 492 ft) 
150.0 m 
( 492 ft) 
151.5 m 
( 497 ft) 
152.5 m 
(500 ft) 
153.0 m 
(502 ft) 
115.9 m 
(353 ft) 
128.4 m 
( 421 ft) 
Difference 
in perce~t 
1.2 
0.2 
0.6 
1.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.4 
2.2 
1.8 
14.1 
7.9 
Comparison of Observed and Calculated Stre;amf low 
Reach 
ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Observed 
Seepage 
+0.342 m3/s 
+12.1 ft3/s 
+0.049 m3/s 
+1.75 ft3/s 
-0.14 m3~s 
-4.95 ft /s 
+o.oa m
3
~s 
+2.84 ft /s 
Calculated 
Seepage 
+0.022 m3/s 
(+0.79 ft3/s) 
+0.049 m3/s 
(+l. 75 ft3 /s) 
+0.055 m3/s 
(+1. 95 ft3 /s) 
+o.os m3~s 
(+2. 84 ft /s) 
105 
... 
Difference 
in percent 
93 
0 
61 
0 
. , · 
1·2 .•. 0. Discussion 
Comparison of the contoured water table and the 
potentiometric maps calculated by the model (Figures 23 and 
24 respectively) to the wate~ table and potentiometric maps 
constructed by the author· (Figures 13 and 14, respectively) 
and the three-dimensional representation of the two aquifers 
(Figures 25, 26, and 27) indicates that similar patterns in 
the head distribution have been achieved with the chosen 
aquifer parameters·and with the selected configuration of 
hydrostratigraphic units. Although the absolute values of 
head elevations are not identical, the similarity in their 
d-istribution is believed to reflect the validity of ma:ny. 
·i·nitial assumption.s :Wbich have, accompanied the de.vel·opment. 
o:f this model . 
Modflow i:s capable o.f .calcti.lating volumetric water 
budgets for ea.ch m9c:iel simulation. The resultant water 
budgets from sucC.Efssfu.1. :runs indicate that net inflows a<rid. 
outflows fall wi:th:.i.n reasonable values ( Table 13}. 
However, it. was nece$sary that a c.onsiderabI.e .. vo.1,um:e cf .. 
water be input to th~ system by constant .. h.ead :nodes located 
at the topographitj drainage ·divide. The ·rel.atively large 
flux of water originating from these necessa.ry constant head 
~ 
cells could imply the existence of one or more of several 
different conditions. First of all, if the constant head 
.cells were switched to computational nodes many cells 
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Figure 23 Contour map of water levels calculated by the 
model for the water table aquifer. Head 
elevations in feet above mean sea level. 
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Figure 24 Contour map of the potentiometric surface of the 
lower aquifer. Head elevations in feet above 
mean sea level. 
t·.o·S' 
Figure 25 A three-dimensional representation of the head 
elevations of the water table aquifer calculated 
by the model. 
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Figure 26 A three-dimensional representation of the head 
elevations of the lower aquifer calculated by the 
model. This view highlights the effect of drains 
which act to transmit water out of the system. 
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Figure 27 A three-dimensional representation of the.head 
elevations of the lower aquifer calculated by the 
model. This view accentuates the effect of 
pumping wells at the Boonton Well Field. 
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TABLE 13 
Volumetric Budget for Entire Model 
Cumulative Volumes (ft3/s) 
IN: OUT: 
Storage 
Constant Head 
Wells 
Drains 
Recharge 
River Leakage 
Totals: 
0.0 
0.65731E+06. 
0.0 
0.0 
0.48756E+06 
0.23074E+06 
0.13756E+07 
o.o 
15532 
0.28806E+06 
0.25488E+06 
0.0 
0.81714E+06 
0.13756E+07 
IN - OUT= 0.63128 
PERCENT DISCREPANCY: 0.00 
Rates for Time Step (ft3/s) 
IN: OUT 
o.o 
0.17977 
3.3340 
2.9500 
0.0 
9.4576 
Storage 
Constant Head 
Wells 
Drains 
Recharge 
River Leakage 
Totals: 
0.0 
7.6078 
0.0 
0.0 
5.6430 
2.6706 
15.921 15.921 
IN - OUT= 0.73064E-05 
PERCENT DISCREPANCY: 0.00 
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adjacent to these changed constant head nodes will dry up. 
Also, the volume of streamflow will decrearP- to a value 
below that considered to be an acceptable simulation of 
observed flow. Therefore, it is safe to assume that this 
amount of water is necessary to maintain the model although 
it is uncertain wllere the point of origin for this water may 
be. One possib.le source :(as·ide 'f·rom water originating from 
th-e. d,rainage divide ·whi-Ch f·l.ows within the water table 
a:qu.ifer toward the val.l~Y), is the intro.duction of water 
±.nto' the system :P.y th,e ·underlying beµi:;-o.q:k. A. large head 
a.:·iifferenti·a1 ove.r a· short distance could ·_pe created by the 
c.dntrast in .b.e.dr.o·ck elevations from the ridge crests to the 
·v:alley bott.o:m. r·f the bedrock is sufficiently per111eabl-:e 
the·n ·'t:his- -.:iriving head could be inducing r~oha::'rg,e ,from 
.poin:t.s along the va-11.ey wall.s· a-nd poersib1y a-long the. va.lle.y 
. f l.oo·r to th.e ove.r-lying sediment·s • 
. . . . . . . 
Further: field work such 
. . . .. . . 
·.. .. ' . •. . 
:as ;ins.ta·1.1a·tion. of· :Pie:z:ometers at ·vari.ous de.p.ths· with.in. t_h·~ 
v~·1:-1.¢_.y at1cl a:J.,.o .. ng· the transition zo·ne· .from :satu:ra:ted 
rna·te:tj.a.1$ t.o ·the· bare b·edrock would help t,o·. de.te:oni,ne 
whethe.r or not tl">.e: u:rtde·r1yin.g· bedro.ck .. is: .re,l;eas:i.11g vra.te-r 
i:n·:t::o the valley f·ill sed.imen.t-s-. ·The: do.cume,nta·t.ion of 
un.i-fo:rm joint patterns q:pserved it1 ne:a·r:l:Y every exposure of· 
·the ·c:ryst~.11-!ne bedrock (SiniS.-t 19·58} su:g·ges·ts that seconda~y 
permeability may exist in these :ro.cks. Conversely, the 
assumption that the unconsolidated a·eposits proximal to the 
bare bedrock ridges are saturated could be erroneous. 
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Adjustments to the model were made by inactivating those 
cells that encompassed mostly bare bedrock as defined by th:e. 
surficial geologic map of the area and by maintaining 
constant head nodes only in cells that seemed to be cr·itic:al 
t'O the ca us.at ion: of drying adjacent. nodes. until mor·e f·i,e1·a 
·in.\Te's·tig:·a·ti·ons are conducted th:ere seems to ·be·; l·ittl.e:, 
evide:nc.e: to support the modeling of recharge ·;from the, 
µn,ter:lying bedrock to the valley :fill ·m.aterials. 
Another area o,f concern is. J;>r-esented by the anoma.lou.s.: 
seepage run between stat.i·.ons 43 and 65. This is the onl_y 
·r·each al.o_ng· the ·:riv.er :wi:t:hin the study area that exhibits: 
in:tl-u:e·nt co·nditions ( :a.cc .. o-:rding to the 1985 baseflow dat.a 
and the 1985 high flow data). Normally, i·n a .stream-aquife:r 
situation where the underlying materials .are: re·lativel.y 
thick (it is uncertain how thick the deposits ar.e beyond t-:t.1e 
point where the river turns abruptly at Boonton an.d flow~ 
rto:rth .... ·n_o:rtheast) it would not seem likely that the he·qd$: 
wou·ld decrease so s-ud¢lenly as to. cause a reversal of flow 
.from the ·riv·e·r ·to the- underlying aquifer system. The fact 
,tha·t this reversa·1 is also observed during high tl·ow 
:conditions (Ap:ril, 1985) where bank storage should be .at 
its maximu:m. :h-:in:ts that something odd occcurring in this. 
portion of the system. Considering what is known of the. 
geolo.gy, there are two plausible explanations. One 
possibility is that there is a stratigraphic discontin~ity 
within this reach which has created an intensi!ication of 
. . ' 
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the vertical component of flow~ If the hydraulic 
conductivity of the underlying basal aquifer abruptly 
increases then the resultant effect would be an increase in 
flow from the overlying less permeable unit to the 
underlying unit thus creating a conduit for flow that p'.a-sses 
under the upper layer (Freeze and Witherspoon, 1967). A 
co·nfiguration such as this is highly possible in a buri.¢d 
aquifer sytem of glacial ori_gin where interfingering and 
stratigraphic pinchouts as illustrated in the cross sections 
are common. As noted above, straigraphic uni ts , d·o not 
necessarily coincide with hydrostratigraphic units, 
• 
particularly in materials such as these. 
The other plausible explanation is that. ·p:,art of the 
-buried valley system within this reach in.tersects with the 
_p.roposed projection of the Mount Hope fault (Figure 4). 
Acc·ording to Si:ms ( 1958) , this fault zone is highly 
brecciated and water has been observed t~o circulate fre$.l-Y. 
through this conductive zone created along the fault tra_ce· .. 
The introduction of a more permeable unit (th_e fractured 
_ped·rock) beneath a less conducti ·\re unit would alter 
~nt·icipated flow patterns as discussed in the previous 
_p&ragraph.· Existing hydraulic conductivity and water levei ..
c:Ia,ta in this troublesome reach are sparse. Therefore a 
st~ong conclusive statement as to the exact reason for the 
t·1ow reversal would be premature. 
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Determination of the precise location of discharge and 
recharge areas and the identification of the suspected local 
and regional flow systems within the study area is greatly 
hindered by the complex nature of. the buried valley system 
and the hummocky terrain. It is suspected that the major 
discharge areas are limited to the valley as .evidenced b.y 
the maintenance of streamflow in the river wherea$ recbatge 
probably occurs over the entire upland region. Insufficient 
data on the actual saturated thickness of the sediments and 
the low density of re.adi·ngs of elevations of the static 
water levels for t:h.e study area precludes the identificat.i·on 
,of other majo·r di._scharge or recharge are-a·s. It appears th·at 
there is a d_ef:tn·tt·e series of smaller, m·ore local, sub-
·:b:as_ins. wbi.,c:h are d~fined by the stream-aquifer sytem and by 
loC?i'l variatiori-s- in the permeabilities of the various valley 
fiill d-~pof:tits.. Th:e large hydraulic gradient of ··th,.e lowe:r 
:.1a.ye-r in the vicinity of the Wisconsinan terminal moraine 
:where maximum thickness of the unconsolidated sediments 
ex.ists might indicate that the loca.l flow system is 
in·t·eracting with the deeper, regional f·low system of the· 
.. 
U:pper :Rockaway l~asl.n. The ;bas·al .a·n·.d. probably very permeable 
unit~ in this locality, is actibg as a conduit transmitting 
,sig:nif icant quanti.ties of water from the more local system 
to the regional basin. Further downstream, within the 
confines of the river valley, the interaction between lbqal 
and regional systems is probably negligible . 
.. 
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13 .·o Preliminary Sensitivity Ana1ysis 
A sensitivity analysis of the model to changes in 
::hyq.raulic conductivity values of the water table aquifer was 
:pe:rformed by increasing and decreasing the selected 
·hydraulic conductivity array by .3·0 % and comparir1g the 
computed heads and the calculated river fluxes with the 
heads and river fluxes observed in the field. Table 14 
presents the model's response to a 3o· % increase of the 
entire hydraulic conductivity array and Table 15 shows the 
affects of a 30 % decrease of the hydraulic conductivity 
1a·r.:.ra.y. During the sensitivity analysis of this parameter 
c1_.l.;l other aquifer parameters of the model were kept 
co.nstant. Comparison of the heads caculated with the thre¢:, 
separate hydraulic sonductivity data sets indicate that th& 
m_odel is insensit ..ive t·o this parameter when considered 
within a ra-ng-e -of p·Ius o.r minus 30 % of the selected 
hydraulic conductivity values. However, this statement 
applies only to the regions of the study area where water 
level readings are avaliable to compare with the calculated 
·heads. Furthermore, there are only three water level 
measurements taken from layer 1 and these are all loca.t:.ed at. 
the Boonton well field. It is expected that variations in 
the hydraulic conductivity will have the greatest impact on 
the heads in the water table aquifer but because of the low 
density of water level measurements a conclusive statement a 
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Table 14 Results of the sensitivity analysis of hydraulic 
conductivity on ·che heads and streamflow 
calculated by the model (hydraulic conductivity 
values used in this simulation were determined by 
increasing the selected hydraulic conductivity 
Grid 
Location 
10,12 
10,12 
10,11 
9,12 
10,11 
9,12 
1, 8 
16,11 
27,11 
25,25 
27,22 
30 %. 
Layer Observed 
Water Level 
2 148.8 m 
( 491 ft) 
1 149.7 m 
( 491 ft) 
1 150.0 m 
( 492 ft) 
2 149.4 m 
( 490 ft) 
2 148.5 m 
( 487 ft) 
1 149 .. 4 m 
( 490 ft) 
2 150.9 m 
( 495 ft) 
2 149.1 m 
(489 ft ) 
2 150.3 m 
(493 ft) 
. 
2 101.5 m 
{333 ft) 
2 118.9 m 
(390 ft) 
Calculated 
Water Level 
150.6 m 
(494 ft) 
150.3 m 
( 493 ft) 
149.4 m 
( 490 ft) 
150.9 m 
(495 ft) 
150.0 m 
(492 ft) 
150.0 m 
(492 ft) 
151.5 m 
(497 ft) 
152.5 m 
,500 ft) 
153.4 m 
(503 ft) 
107.6 m 
(353 ft) 
128.7 m 
( 422 ft) 
Difference 
in percent 
1.2 
0.7 
0.4 
1.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.4 
2.3 
2.0 
6.0 
8.2 
Comparison of Observed and Calculated Streamflux 
Reach 
ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Observed 
Seepage 
+0.342 m3/s 
+12.1 ft 3/s 
-0.049 m3/s 
+1.75 ft 3/s 
-0.14 m3/s 
-4.95 ft3/s 
+0.08 m3/s 
+2.84 ft 3/s 
Calculated 
Seepage 
+0.017 m3/s 
+0.59 ft3/s 
+0.061 j 3/s 
+2.4 ft /s 
+0.079 m3/s 
+2.81 ft3/s 
+0.102 m3/s 
+3.60 ft3/s 
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Difference 
in percent 
95 
24 
156 
27 
Table 15 
Grid 
Location 
10,12 
10,12 
10,11 
9,12 
10,11 
9,12 
1, 8 
16,11 
27,11 
25,25 
27,22 
Results of the sensistivity analysis of 
hydraulic conductivity on the heads and 
streamflow calculated by the model (hydraulic 
conductivity values used in this simulation were determined by decreasing the selected hydraulic 
conductivity 30 %. 
Layer Observed 
Water Level 
2 148.8 m 
(491 ft) 
1 149.7 m 
(491 ft) 
1 150.0 :m 
(492 ft) 
2 149.4 m 
(490 ft) 
2 148.5 m 
(487 ft) 
1 149.4 m 
( 490 :ft) 
2 150.9 m 
(495 ft) 
2 149.1 m 
(489 ft) 
2 150.3 m 
(493 ft) 
2 101.5 m 
(333 ft) 
2 118.9 m 
(390 ft)-· 
Calculated 
Water Level 
150.6 m 
( 494 ft) 
150.0 m 
( 492 ft) 
149.0 m 
( 489 ft) 
150.9 m 
(495 ft) 
150.0·m 
( 492 ft) 
150.0 m 
(492 ft) 
151.5 m 
(497 ft) 
152.5 m 
(500 ft) 
153.1 m 
(502 ft) 
107.6 m 
(353 ft) 
128.4 m 
(421 ft) 
Difference 
in percent 
1.2 
0.2 
0.6 
1.0 
1.0 
0.4 
0.4 
2.3 
1.8 
6.0 
7.6 
Comparison of Observed and Calculated Streamflow 
Reach 
ID 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Observed 
Seepage 
+0.-342 m3/s 
+12.1 ft3/s 
+0.049 m3/s 
+1.75 ft3/s 
-0.14 m3{s 
-4.95 ft /s 
+0.08 m31s 
·+2. 84 ft /s 
Calculated 
Seepage 
+0.024 m3/s 
(+O. 83 ft3 /s) 
+0.041 m3/s 
(+l. 44 ft3 /s) 
+0.053 m3/s 
(+1.89 ft3/s) 
+0.058 m3/s 
(+2.07 ft3/s) 
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Difference 
in percent 
93 
17 
138 
27 
ddreksing the sensitivity of this parameter t·o the model is 
not warrented. Alternatively, comparison of heads 
calculated for each cell of the upper layer with these three 
scenarios would indicate more clearly the overall 
I 
sensitivity of the model to this parameter. However, the 
.l:ack -of f·ieJ.d data with which to compare these s·imulated 
·r:esul·ts ,make~ such a comparison unwarrented at this time. 
-Ev:a1:u·ation of the calculated net river seepage for e-ach 
o::f: the t·hree different hydrau.l.ic conductivity arrays: 
indica-te:s that the m.odel is slightly s·e:ns·itive to chang:e:s: in 
t:h.is p:~rameter. The implications ,in. ·-the context of th:e 
e.f·fept: of this p_ar·ameter on calcul·ated river seepages are 
·ndt extremely noteworthy, however, since t·he. c~l:culated 
fluxes fall within the .rang.e in error associate_d_ with 
current _practices in .the:. :c:0:11.ection of stt~am di:scharge 
··Tll~: -r.~:s.ul.t·s .. of th,e· preliminary. s.en.$·_-itJ.vity &:naiy.sis 
·~1..1gge.st that th·e· _.model is not extremely sensiti·ve to 
va_:riations in hydrauli.c. conductivity. Therefore, if the 
bydrau]..ic conductivity v·alue or values used during model 
calibration vary by about plus or minus 30 % from the actual 
field conductivity va1Ue$ the impact on the calculated 
results will not be acut~. In other words the model can 
accomadate certain ranges of er.:to·r ·in this parameter wi thou-t 
:adversely effecting simulation$.-
I. 
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:1·4,.- Recommendations .f.o.r· Fl1.t·u~re Wo:rk. 
*· A sensitivity analysis of the model's response.to 
variations in the transmissivity, vertical conductance and 
recharge should be conducted prior to- fin·e: tuning of the 
model. The results of such an analysis -w:ill help to 
.i·ndi_.c·ate the degree of accuracy that each of the _pa·ram~te.r.$ 
:re·gulres for a -successfully calibrated model. 
* Installatio:n ·gf p_iezometers, notably in the vi·c::i:r1ity of· 
t.he Wisconsiri~.n T.erminal Moraine, will supply additlo-hc:tl 
data that may ·h~lp·· to discern vertical gradients· between th:e 
.. 
various units and ~ill also assist in the eventual 
d.e,_lineation of the glacial sediments into hydrostrat,igra-p·h:io 
:*. ·F·low :p.·att·erns that may exist between the. 1-.oc-al sy-s·t.:e1n 
a-nd. ·the. more :regional syst.em of the basin particular.-1.y a::Lc;,ng 
a trav·e·-r·s.e fr.om- t-h.e· ·turn- irt the Rockaway River ( about ,2 • 5 t.o: 
3 .. mile-s downstre:am. ,f:rom the point where the River f:.1·ows 
·wd.-thi·n the Boonto.n Quadrangle) to the sout-h--:SO:utheast e:dge: 
o.f the s:tud:y area. should be identified .. 
:*· :01:·ain-s used i.n the model to simulat.e t·he effects ·of 
gro.un,d:water moving out of the system should be replaced. -with 
const-.an:t :head cells. This modification may produce ·~ ;mor:e 
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realistic simulation of the large· hydraulic gradients 
existing in this region. 
* .. T.he .extent to .whic:h the unconsolidated · sediments a.re . . ··. -. •. . . . ..· . . .. '· -. ·-. . .· 
saturated in areas other than along the flood plain of th,,e 
Rockaway River should be determin,d. More specifically, it 
is important to know if the sediments toward the bare 
:b~d-rock ridges are sa:tu·rated. 
* Th.e: interacti.on between the lakes in .t:he. st:udy :are·a and 
the u·n·:derlying aqui.fer system sht>uld l:>e. mo.re thorou:ghly 
·scruti.nized. Most likely the ·maj;or:ity· of these lak·es: :a-re 
re.lies of previous glacial processes. However, how ·these 
loakes are maintaining their volume shoul·d be determi·ned •. 
li2-2.:. 
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Appen·dix A Description of Map Units 
Post Glacial Deposits 
af - Artificial till: Excavated till, sand, gravel, and bedrock; construction debris (brick, concrete, 
asphalt), cinders, and slag; in railroad and highway 
embankments, dams, and fil~ed land. As much as 20 
feet thick; generally less than 10 feet thick. Many 
small areas -of fill in urban areas not mapped. 
:"tt.fm - Mine Tailings: Piles and embakments. of waste rock 
excavated from iron mines and rock quarries. 
Includes angular boulders, cobbles, and pebbles elf bedrock; minor cinders, ash, and slag, as much a~ ·io feet thick. 
Qal - A-lluvium: Dark brown to light gray, in places mottled 
-yellow and orange brown, silt, and fine sand; minor 
clay and pebble to cobble gr~vel. Contains variable 
amounts of organic matter. Includes some peat and 
muck along the lower reaches of Beaver Brook, as 
much as 10 feet thick 
Q:s: - Swamp Deposits: Typically gray silt and c1a·y (minor 
sand) overlain by brown peat, in turn overlain by dark brown to black muck and organic silt. Silt and. 
clay may also occur interbedded with the peat. In 
swamps along larger streams peat may be minor or 
absent. Generally less than ten feet thick but as 
much as 25 feet thick (Wakeman and others, 1943). 
Qt~ - Talus: Angular boulders of bedrock with little or no 
matrix material. Forms steep apron along base of 
cliffs on Copperas Mountain, as much as 20 fet thick (estimated). 
•· 
\ 
t . ', ' 'I 
STREAM TERRACE DEPOSITS: Silt and fine sand to cobble gravel 
in terraces 5 to 80 feet above present Rockaway 
River. 
Fine sand and silt, minor pebble gravel, as much as 
10 feet thick (estimated), in terraces 5 to 10 feet 
above present floodplain. Probably of Holocene Age. 
Cobble and gravel as much as 20 feet thick in 
terraces 10 to 40 feet above present floodplain. 
Formed after complete draining of glacial Lake 
Passaic. 
Poorly sorted coarse cobble and pebble as much as 10 
feet thick in terraces at an elevation of 320 feet 
on northwest side of Boonton Reservoir, 80 feet 
above present river level. Deposit may include as 
much as 50 feet (estimated) of foreset sand beneath 
the cobble and pebble gravel. Possible delta built 
into the Great Notch stage of glacial Lake Passaic. 
G:.la:cial Deposits (Late Wisconsina·n) 
Qbr -
'· 
Maple Lake Deposits: Vertical sequence of 
discontinuous pebble to cobble{?) gravel {as much as 
10 feet thick in the Boonton Quadranglew) overlain 
by silt and fine sand (as much as 100 feet thick in 
the Boonton Quadrangle), partially filling the 
valley along Kinnelan Road. Deposited in a glacial 
lake that drained to the south over a spillway at 
approximately 730 feet. Deposit thickness and 
coarsens toward the ice margin north of Maple Lake 
in the Wanaque Quadrangle. 
Butler Reservoir Deposits: Cobble and gravel 
partially filling valley south of Butler Reservoir. 
Deposited in small glacial lake draining south over 
a spillway at an elevation of approximately 770 
feet. Largely removed by gravel pit operations; 
original thickness at least 20-30 feet. 
:ROCKAWAY VALLEY OUTWASH DEPOSITS: 
Pebble gravel, sand, and minor cobble gravel 
deposited as a fluvial sheet on top of lake-bottom 
deposits (units Qldlb and Qldlb described below) 
after draining of Glacial Lake Denville. Includes 
contemporaneous deposits in the Hibernia Brook valley 
(Qh), Beaver Brook valley (Qb), along the Rockaway 
River (Qr), and in the Stony Brook valley (Qsb). 
Qs):>. ,.... :Stony Brook Outwash: Cobble gravel on north grading 
to sand and pebble gravel on south, as much as 30 
feet thick. Deposited by meltwater from ice margins 
north of the north edge of the deposit. 
-Or - Rockaway River outwash: Chiefly cobble and pebble 
gravel on west grading to chiefly sand on east, as 
much as 40 feet thick. Deposited by meltwater from 
ice margins to the west and north in the Dover 
Quadrangle. 
Qb ~ Beaver Brook Outwash: Pebble gravel and sand, minor 
fine cobble gravel, as much as 20 feet thick 
(estimated). Deposited by meltwater from ice marg:ins 
north of Meriden. 
Qh - Hibernia Brook Deposits: Pebble gravel and sand, 
.minor fine cobble gravel, as much as 20 f.eet thj .. ck 
(estimated) • Deposited by meltwater from_: io.e 
'margins north of Hibernia. 
GLACIAL LAKE PASSAIC DEPOSITS: Fine sand and silt to cobble 
gravel deposited as deltas in the Maggy Hollow stage 
of glacial Lake Passaic (Qlp1 , Qlp2 , Qlp3 , and Qlp4); ruedium sand to pebble gravel (minor cobble gravel) deposited on the lake bottom, uncorrelated 
to major deltas (Qlpu); and fine sand, silt, and 
clay deposited on the lake bottom (Qlplb). 
Qlp· ~ Sand and pebble gravel to south; local coarse 
.. ', 1. 
cobble to boulder gravel to north. As much as 100 
feet thick over thick till. Deposited from·one or 
more ice margin positions south of the Rockaway 
I , River. 
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Qlpu -
Delta of pebble gravel and coarse cobble gravel. as 
much as 20 feet thick overlying silt and fine to 
medium (minor coarse) sand as much as 60 feet thick (estimated). Deposited from ice margin on northeast 
edge of deposit. 
Delta of sand (minor silt and pebble gravel) 
overlain by pebble to cobblle gravel, and some 
boulder gravel. Thickens from a feather edge over 
thick till on the northwest to an estimated 100 feet 
thick on the southeast. Deposited f1·om ice margin 
on northeast edge of deposit. 
Delta of silt and fine to medium sand (minor coarse 
sand and pebble gravel) as much as 50 feet thick, 
overlain by sand, pebble gravel, and minor cobble 
gravel as much as 40 feet thick, in turn overlainb by pebble to cobble gravel as much as 10 feet thick. 
Entire deposit is approximately 50 feet over rock on 
the northwest; 100 feat thick on the southeast. 
Medium sand to pebble gravel (minor cobble gravel) 
as much as 50 feet thick (estimated), generally 
overlying till or bedrock. Occurs in low knol·ls or 
as draped sheets over bedrock topography. Deposited. 
on the lake bottom at the ice front, uncorrelated to 
major deltas. 
- Yellow-brown, orange-brown, and light gray thinly 
layered to massive fine sand, silt, and clay: as 
much as 40 feet thick; gradational to del.taic 
deposits in places. 
) 
GLACIAL LAKE DENVILLE DEPOSITS: Sediment deposited in 
glacial Lake Denville, which drained through a 
spillway at an elevation of approximately 525 feet 
at Mount Tabor in the Morristown quadrangle. South 
of the Terminal Moraine, fine sand, silt, and minor 
clay (Qldlb) is interbedded with sand and gravel 
(Qld1 ) and fill (Qlwt, described below). In places, 
these units are all overlain by medium to coarse 
sand and pebble gravel(Qr described above). North 
of the Terminal Moraine there is a vertical sequence 
of cobble gravel (Qldi), overlain by fine sand, 
silt, and minor clay (Qldl2J, in turn overlain in places by medium to coarse sand and pebble gravel 
(Qb, Qh, Qr, and Qsb; all described above). 
Qldlb2- Fine sand, silt, and minor clay as much as 100. feet thick. Deposited on the Lake Bottom as ice 
receded up valley from the Terminal Moraine. 
Q·ld2 - Medium to coarse sand and pebble gravel to cobble 
gravel deposited near the ice front on the lake 
bottom and as small terraces along the valley 
walls as ice receeded up-valley from the Terminal 
Moraine. As much as 100 feet thick (estimated) 
beneath terrace remnants; 0-30 feet thick in the 
subsurface on the valley bottom. 
Fine sand, silt, and minor clay as much as 150 
feet thick; interbedded with and overlying Qld1 
and Qlwt. Deposited on the lake bottom when ice 
was south of and at the end of the Terminal 
Morai.ne. 
Sand and gravel deposited on the lake bottom near 
the ice front before and during deposition of the 
Terminal Moraine. Interfingers and underlies 
Qldlb1 , and in places, Qlwt, as much as 100 feet, 
occurs in subsurface only. 
Qgu - UNCORRELATED STRATIFIED DRIFT DEPOSITS: Chiefly 
sand and pebble gravel, some cobble gravel; 
includes some clayey silt in deposit along Stone 
House Brook in Kinnelon. Generally less than 20 
feet thick. Form small terraces and knolls; 
occurs as valley bottom fill along Stone House 
Brook. Not correlated to ice margin positions or 
principal glacial lakes. 
Q-·1wt -·· TILL: Unstratified and unsorted boulders, 
cobbles, and pebbles in a yellow-brown to orange-
brown {oxidized), gray-brown {non-oxidized) silty 
fine sand to fine to medium sand matrix. Red-
brown matrix common in area of Jurrasic bedrock in 
southeastern corner of the quadrangle. As much as 
150 feet thick in Terminal Moraine {average 
approximately 50 feet), where it is interbedded 
with sand and gravel as much as 30 feet thick 
(especially in the area of glacial Lake Denville). 
North of the Terminal Moraine the till is as much 
as 60 feet thick (average about 20 feet thick) in 
areas of continuous till, and is generally thicker 
and more continuous on the north-east facing 
slopes of principal ridges and hills. In places 
till is underlain by weathered bedrock. South of 
the Terminal Moraine there is a narrow fringe of 
Late Wisconsinan till extending as much as one 
mile beyond the limit of hummocky topography. 
This till is as much 50 feet thick on the h.ill 
southeast of Indian Lake. Within Lake Denville, 
till south of the Terminal Moraine occurs in 
patches as much as 50 feet thick interbedded with 
Qld1 and Qldlb1 • 
Map unit includes colluvium: mtxed till and, 
in places, angular pebbles, cobbles, and 
boulders of bedrock debris in a matrix of orange-
brown to yellow-brown silty fine sand to coarse 
sand. Forms discontinuous aprons and fans along 
bases of steep slopes, and may be as much as 20 
feet thick. 
"' 
' 
Glacial Deposits (Pre-Late Wiscon-s·.ina-r:1)· 
Qplwt - Till and Colluvium: Unstratified.and unsorted boulders, cobbles, and pebbles of angular bedrock debris and some rounded erratics in an orange-brown silty fine sand matrix. Erratics much less 
abundant than in Late Wisc~nsinan till. Forms broad gradually sloping aprons along lower portions of slopes. Estimated to be as much·as 40 feet thick. Uncolluviated pre-Late Wiscinsinan till occurs in the subsurface beneath Late Wisconsinan deposits in and south of the Terminal Moraine, where it is as much as 20 feet thick. 
Qplwg - Stratified Drift Deposits: Sand and gravel, minor silt and clay, possibly deposited in a pre-Late Wiscinsinan glacial lake. May include pre-glacial or interglacial fluvial sand and gravel. Present in subsurface only; as much as 60 feet thick. 
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MAP SYMBOLS 
Bedrock Outcrop: Ruled pattern indicates 
scattered bedrock outcrop; surficial deposits 
generally less than 10 feet thick. Solid pattern 
indicates extensive bedrock outcrop; surficial 
deposits generally absent. Dot indicates isolated 
bedrock outcrops in areas where surficial deposits 
are gene_ra·11y greater than 10 feet thick. 
, • 01 Terininal Moraine: Belt of hummocky t;Qpography, ~ 'o o,~ 
mostly in till 
Boulder Field:. ·,Surface accumulations of boulders, 
generally on terraces and valley bottoms. May be 
till surfaces washed by subglaciaJ, proglacial, 
a·nd i:ce-·marginal meltwater. 
Meltwater Channel 
. -4 , ~ow Striation-s. 
e Axis of Stream:lined Till 
-- - Contact: Dashed where Approximately located ~ 
11 1 1 1 I I I f Searl? Eroded by Mel twater 
l-3_:3 
I 
I 
I 
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MAP SYMBOLS (Continued) 
Active Gravel Pit 
Inactive Gravel Pit 
e Well or test boring to construct cross-sections 
I 
.I 
l 
Seismic shot point used to construct cross-section 
Well or test boring on cross-sections: dot 
indicates location of bedrock surface. 
Seismic shot point on cross-sections: dot 
indicates location of bedrock surface 
1·3:4 
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APPENDIX B 
MISCELLANEOUS WELL INFORMATION 
1:5:-5 
·t 
MISCELLANEOUS WELL INFORMATION 
USGS GRID NO. 270188 270189 270191 270321 27032"! 
LATITUDE/· 
LONGITUDE 
~o 53 35 ~o 5'! 13 ~o 5'! se ~o 5'! se ~o 53 3"! 
7'! 26 so 7'! 27 ~1 7'! 25 28 7'! 25 28 7'! 28 28 
MODEL GRID 
ROW,CDLUMN 
17,22 16, 12 27,22 21,17 27', 10 
LOCAL ID Towe~ Hill~ MLWD ~ MLWD 5 GEDNICS 2 GEONICS ~ 
ALTITUDE OF 
LAND SURFACE 189.0 m 152.5 m 158.5 m 153.9 m 
WELL DEPTH 1~0.9 m 19.5 m 101.2 m so.s·:m 
SPECIFIC 
CAPACITY 8 m2/d 'flB m2/d Ne Data No Data 
DATE WELL 
COMPLETED 1/1/22 B/25/~7 B/25/'!7 S/11/79 
WATER LEUEL 
DATE NA No Data l/B/69 S/11/79 
WATER LEUEL NA '!.6 m 37.B m 10.7 m 
PUMPING WATER 
LEUEL NA 
ALTITUDE OF 
WATER LEUEL NA 
ALTITUDE OF 
WATER LEUEL 
FOR SEPT./ 
OCT., 1985 170.6 m 
11.S m Ne Data No Data 
1'!7.9 m 120.7 m 1~3.3 m 
l'!B.S m 112.2 m 1'!1.7 m 
Cat 6:10 pm) 
119,0 m 
Cat 6:55 am) 
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1 'f9. 'i m 
56.'! m 
Ne Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
No Data 
150.2 m 
' 
.. 
MISCELLANEOUS WELL INFORMATION 
USGS GRID NO. 270110 270325 270117 270116 270323 
LATITUDE/ 'iO 55 00 'tO 55 't2 'iO 52 't3 'iO S'i 07 ~o 53 35 
LONGITUDE 7'i 26 'i7 7'i 26 17 7'! 31 51 7't 28 59 7't 27 OB 
. 
MODEL GRID S, 12 1,B 'iO I 't 25,'t 25,2'i 
ROL&J,COLUMN 
LOCAL ID BTWD 3 6EONICS 3 DTl&JD 6 DTWD 'i GEONICS 1 
ALTITUDE OF 
LAND SURFACE 151.S m 150.9 m 167.7 m 158.5 m 155.5 m 
WELL DEPTH 7.6 m 'i2.7 m 'i2.5 m 35.7 m 72.3 m 
SPECIFIC 
CAPACITY 263 m2/d Na Data 691 m2/~ 792 m2/d B't m2/d 
-DATE WELL ' 
COMPLETED B/2B/'i6 S/2'i/7S S/6/77 1/13/58 S/11/79 
WATER LEUEL 
DATE B/6'i S/2'i/79 7/15/60 S/28/61 B/9/60 
WATER LEUEL 1.2 m 1.5 m 't.5 m 3.7 m O.B't m 
PUMPING L&JAT£R 
LEUEL 2.'i m No Data 11.3 m 25.6 m l'i.O m 
ALTITUDE DF 
" 
WATER LEVEL 150.6 m No Data 163.2 m l'i6.3 m lS't.7m 
ALTITUDE DF 
WATER LEVEL 
FOR SEPT./ 
OCT., 1985 l'±S.'t m 150.7 m No Data 1'i7.0 m 101.5 m 
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MISCELLANEOUS WELL INFORMATION 
USGS GRID NO. 270003 270109 270108 270029 270111 
LATITUDE/ 'iO S'i 51 'iO S'i 53 'iO S'i 56 'iO S'i 59 'iO S'f 59 
LONGITUDE 7'i 26 'il 7'i 26 55 7'i 26 S'i 7'i 26 50 7'i 26 52 
MODEL GRID 10, 12 10,12 10, 11 S, 12 10,11 
ROW,COLUMN 
LOCAL ·ID BTWD 5 BTWD 2 BTWD 1 BTWD 6 BTL\JD If 
ALTITUDE DF' 152.5 m 153.5 m 153.S m 151.1 m l'f6.Sm 
LAND SURFACE 
WELL DEPTH 32.3 m 11.5 m 13.1 m 16.B m 31.2m 
E?ECIFIC ,. ... 
CAPACITY 316 m2/d 'tS'i m2/d 51'i m2/d 2685 m2/d NA 
•· .. 
DATE WELL 
COMPLETED 5/30/58 12/10/30 10/20/30 B/6'i 1/17/57 
llJA!ER LEUEL 6/ 6/58 6/ 6/58 5/30/58 B/S'f B/6'! 
DATE 
WATER LEUEL '±.0 m 3.2 m 'f.1 m 1.2 m No Data 
PUMPING WATER 
LEUEL S.1 m 7.6 m B.2 m 2.'f m No Data 
ALTITUDE OF' 
WATER LEUEL l'iB.3 m l'ifi. 2 m 150.7 m 1'±9.B m No Data 
ALTITUDE OF. 
WATER LEUEL 
FDR SEPT./ 
OCT., 1985 l'iB.7 m llfS.B m l'iS.9 m l'i9.'i m l'iB.6 m 
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